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Introduction

A year ago, Facebook announced it would create a global digital currency called “Libra” in order to help the billions of people around the world who lacked access to basic financial services. The currency would be a “stablecoin” backed by a basket of sovereign currencies such as the U.S. dollar, the euro and the Japanese yen. With it, Facebook claimed, you would be able to send money as easily as sending an email. The proposal provoked widespread skepticism about Mark Zuckerberg’s motives—surely financial inclusion was just a veil for data collection ambitions—as well as criticism that this would undermine the U.S. dollar and cause all sorts of other problems. But the proposal also prompted a number of central banks to initiate or speed up research on the possibility of government-issued digital currencies.

In April, because of the Covid-19 pandemic, news that would normally have gotten our attention was sidelined. And so when in the space of 48 hours Facebook issued a revised Libra proposal and China launched a test of its new central bank digital currency (CBDC), there was not much media coverage.

Covid-19 itself may cause a decline in the use of cash and add momentum to the development of digital currencies. Many governments have urged their citizens to use contactless or electronic forms of payment instead of cash as a result of the pandemic. Some, such as China and South Korea, required banks to disinfect bank notes with ultraviolet light or other means; and the Federal Reserve quarantined notes coming back from Asia.¹ (CAUTION: Do not try sterilizing your money at home: a South Korean reportedly put his won in the microwave and singed about $700 worth.)² If we had had a government-issued digital currency in place prior to the pandemic, it would have been a lot easier to get government assistance to individuals by simply crediting accounts at the Federal Reserve, instead of having to print and mail checks to millions of Americans.³

---

What this paper is about

Digital currencies are just one innovation in payments, which are becoming faster, cheaper and more convenient as a result of many developments. This paper will not attempt to survey what is happening in payments generally. My focus is on Libra, because of the unique characteristics of the proposal and the controversy it has created, much of which is attributable to its creator, Facebook.

I began this work last year in large part because I wanted to consider whether Libra can succeed in increasing access to the financial system, a goal that in my view has far greater social importance than simply making payments faster and cheaper for all of us for whom the payments system already works well. Frankly, it feels a bit inopportune to publish a paper about the dry subject of payment systems when the nation is grappling with the challenges of the Covid-19 pandemic and systemic racism symbolized by the killing of George Floyd. But at least improving access to the financial system helps address inequalities of opportunity, wealth and income in our society which underlie many challenges we face. The need for financial inclusion is significant: almost 25% of American households are unbanked or underbanked, with the rate among black and Latino households five times higher.4 And while Libra is clearly a business enterprise, not a charity, Facebook and the Libra Association—the new governing body for the Libra network—have emphasized this goal from day one.

I examine whether the changes to the structure of Libra have addressed the many criticisms made of the original proposal. Should we regard it as a good innovation or something that still poses significant risk and problems? And is it likely to help increase access to the financial system, or will it be like other fintech ideas that have not dramatically moved the needle on an intractable problem?

The paper also discusses CBDCs for two reasons. First, Libra has caused an increase in CBDC research and development, and there is an almost constant stream of announcements and reports from central banks on the subject today. Second, CBDCs are often seen as a way of increasing financial inclusion. I provide a brief look at their advantages and disadvantages and the impact of the Libra proposal on development efforts.

These topics led me to study the dramatic growth of the China third-party mobile payments industry over the last decade. That may seem like a detour to some, but it is relevant in several respects. First, the China mobile payments industry developed outside of the traditional banking system—which is what Libra hopes to do—and contributed significantly to financial inclusion in China. It is worth considering whether the reasons for its success are relevant to Libra’s potential. In addition, the Chinese regulatory response to the industry is instructive in thinking about how to regulate Libra.

The announcement of Libra also appears to have caused the Chinese government to accelerate its development of a CBDC, and so I briefly examine its actions. The Chinese government’s reaction to Libra was in one respect completely opposite the initial reaction in our

4. See text beginning at note 86.
Congress: whereas many of our elected representatives said Libra would undermine the U.S. dollar, China saw it as a reinforcement of an international payment system that they believe is already too dominated by the dollar.

Having chaired the Commodity Futures Trading Commission during which time the agency declared cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin to be commodities, and having recently written a paper on the need to strengthen U.S. regulation of cryptocurrencies, my focus is also on the financial regulatory implications of the Libra proposal.\(^5\) Rarely has a single proposal united a more diverse group of government officials in opposition: President Donald Trump, Chairman Jerome Powell of the Federal Reserve, and Representative Maxine Waters—the Democratic chair of the House Financial Services Committee—all quickly expressed dislike or concern about Libra following the initial announcement.\(^6\)

### A summary of my own views

Let me take the unusual step of stating my conclusions up front: I was skeptical of Libra when the White Paper was first issued.\(^7\) But the changes made to the proposal are very sensible, and deal with many of the concerns previously raised. While Libra may not succeed in improving access to financial services for the underserved, we should let it try. That is, we should create a reasonable regulatory framework under which the Libra proposal can be developed and implemented. The competition in payments will be a good thing.

Innovation in our financial markets has been a constant and a source of great benefit to consumers. Sometimes regulation stifles innovation, and sometimes regulation fails to catch up before innovation leads to excessive risk—consider the history of subprime mortgages or credit default swaps. In the Congressional hearings on Libra, many wanted development of Libra stopped, for fear of the risks it might create and the power it might give Facebook. Others worried the hostility to the proposal was a sign that we are “losing” the financial technology or fintech innovation race.\(^8\)

---


Libra is a regulatory challenge because it cuts across traditional regulatory categories like banking, securities and payments as well as national borders. The issues are particularly challenging for the United States because of our fragmented financial regulatory system—we have multiple regulators with different interests—and the absence of a comprehensive federal framework for the regulation of payment systems. We are not as well situated as Switzerland, where the Libra Association is incorporated and there is a single financial regulator with broad powers. The Libra Association is in the process of obtaining regulatory approval from Swiss authorities to launch the service, which increases the stakes on what U.S. regulators do.

Regulators around the world need to work together to construct the proper framework for Libra. There will need to be capital, liquidity and other requirements to address prudential and financial stability concerns; disclosure and other consumer protection standards; adequate know-your-customer (KYC), anti-money laundering (AML) and combating financial terrorism (CFT) standards, and that is just a partial list.

The financial regulatory challenge in the United States would be best addressed if Congress created a comprehensive framework for the regulation of payment systems, but that seems unlikely to happen in the short term. I consider whether the Financial Stability Oversight Council could step in by declaring Libra a payments system subject to Federal Reserve oversight, which would be an alternative way to create a more unified approach, but that seems unlikely in the short term also. That means our individual financial regulators will need to collaborate with one another and with Swiss and other foreign authorities to stitch together a regulatory approach.

But Libra also raises many issues outside of the traditional purview of financial regulators, such as privacy and data issues and broader issues about the power of large digital platforms. What type of data can be collected, what can be done with it and how to achieve informed consent? Should we even let an entity as powerful as Facebook attempt to launch a payments system? That is, while it might bring competition in payments, it may simply enhance the power of an already dominant social media platform. Facebook frequently points out it will just be one of the members of the Libra Association; it will not govern it. But Facebook will have a subsidiary, called Novi (previously Calibra), that will be a digital wallet offering services on the Libra network.

I share these concerns. They are broader and more important than just Libra; but Libra has become a focal point in the debate. Some people may continue to oppose the Libra proposal outright because of these issues. Because the payments system works for many of us, it may seem better just to say no to Libra. Most Americans have a variety of electronic and other payment options, such as credit cards, debit cards, mobile banking, and checks, that are often free. Some of those options even pay us financial benefits—credit cards give us free revolving credit, if you pay your bill each month, as well as rewards and rebates (though we effectively pay for these services because of the charges imposed on merchants). The risks associated with an increase in Facebook’s power and its collection of data may seem greater than the potential benefits Libra might bring to our payment options.
But the people whom Mark Zuckerberg wants to help, if we take him at his word, might see that equation differently. To give one illustration: a total of $706 billion was sent in remittances in 2019, much of it by people working in developed countries to their families and friends in low and middle income countries, at an average cost of 7%. Shouldn’t we figure out the necessary regulatory protections to let a private company compete to reduce that cost?

The organization of the paper

This paper is for anyone who wants to think about these issues. It does not assume any background in the policy or technical aspects concerning digital currencies or payment systems. The paper is organized as follows: first, I examine the changes to the Libra proposal that were recently announced, and the extent to which the Libra Association has responded to objections that have been raised. I also discuss how Libra should be regulated, including whether the Financial Stability Oversight Council should play a role.

Second, I consider whether Libra can help improve access to financial services in the United States. Third, I consider what we can learn from the growth of the third-party mobile payments industry in China, and the regulatory response to it. Fourth, I examine how the Libra proposal has accelerated the development of CBDCs and their potential advantages and disadvantages, particularly when it comes to increasing financial inclusion. I conclude with some thoughts on how we should move forward.

Before discussing the changes to the Libra proposal, I briefly discuss in the section below how I use the term “digital currency,” which is not consistently defined in the literature.

A note on the term “digital currency”

The term “digital currency” does not have a consistent meaning in the relevant literature, and distinctions between “digital currencies” and other electronic means of payment are not always clear. I use the term “digital currencies” to include central bank digital currencies or CBDCs, as well as non-government-issued digital payment instruments in token form. I do not include other forms of electronic or mobile payments, which are linked to commercial bank accounts. I explain why below.

Figure 1: The money flower

The “money flower” Venn diagram created by Morton Bech and Rodney Garratt and published by the Bank for International Settlements is helpful as it refers to four properties of money: issuer (central bank or not); technology (account-based or token-based); form (digital or physical) and accessibility (widely or restricted). It includes cryptocurrencies, such as Bitcoin. For examples of how other forms of money may fit in the diagram, please refer to the source.


Issuer: Public money vs. other money

Money can be issued by the central bank or by someone (or something) else. Paper notes constitute money issued by the central bank. They represent claims on or liabilities of the central bank. Money issued by someone else includes the money created by a bank through fractional reserve banking: when a bank takes in deposits and then lends most of them out (keeping only that portion required by law as necessary for safety and soundness), it is creating money. It would also include Libra: although backed one-to-one by dollars (or another currency), the Libra coins do not constitute claims on the Federal Reserve, but on the Libra Association and/or the wallet that issued the coin. Bitcoin is also in the “other” category, if one considers it money. It is issued by a protocol rather than an entity. I use the

11. Although coins are issued along with paper notes by many central banks, in the United States coins are actually issued by the U.S. Treasury Department.
term “private money” to refer to all money other than that issued directly by a central bank and representing a claim on the central bank.

Technology: account-based vs. token-based

Money can be account-based or token-based. In an account-based system, transfers are recorded on a ledger of accounts by an intermediary. The transaction is considered valid if the identity of the payer is verified—that is, is the payer the owner of the account from which the funds are being transferred. Paper checks, debit cards and mobile banking today are all instruments of an account-based system. In a token system, the validity of the transaction depends on the authenticity of the thing exchanged: the token. Cash—paper notes and coins—are one type of token money. There can be digital tokens as well, where transfers are validated by determining the authenticity of the token. Bitcoin is a type of digital money in token form—the transfer is recorded on a distributed ledger if the validity of the token is verified.

The other two properties: digital vs. physical and accessibility

The other two properties are straightforward. Physical is paper notes, coins and checks; digital is everything electronic. As for accessibility, the most widely accessible form would be paper notes; anyone can hold and use them. Restricted forms would include central bank electronic reserves, available only to financial institutions with accounts at a Federal Reserve bank, or the JPM Coin—J.P. Morgan’s digital token available for use by its customers.

Where does the term “digital currency” fit in?

So far, so good, hopefully. The bad news is the term “digital currency” does not fit neatly into this money flower diagram. The term is used in different ways.

When it comes to CBDCs, the literature uses the term to refer to both account and token based forms, as well as systems that are retail (meaning widely accessible) and wholesale (meaning available only on a limited basis). A retail CBDC would be quite different than what we have today, where individuals can only hold claims on the Federal Reserve in the form of physical currency. By contrast, it is often hard to distinguish a “wholesale CBDC,” which would be available only to a limited number of financial institutions, from what exists today, where financial institutions with accounts at a Federal Reserve Bank do hold electronic claims on the Federal Reserve.

When it comes to privately issued money, some use the term digital currency in a narrow sense, to refer only to tokenized forms. Others use it more broadly, in ways that seem to include just about any type of electronic payment, or at least those you can use with your phone.

Some might suggest the term “digital currency” should be reserved for CBDCs because they take the view that only sovereigns can issue a “currency.” That would avoid trying to decide which of the various types of electronic money issued other than by central banks should be classified as a digital currency. But it would leave us without what I consider a useful
term to describe an important area of private and public innovation. As noted above, my usage includes tokenized forms of money not issued by a central bank, like Libra and Bitcoin. But I do not include in the term forms of privately issued electronic money that are based on a system of accounts, as that seems too broad, though I acknowledge the line is blurry.

Part I: The new and improved Libra

The original Libra White Paper, released in June of 2019, proposed a global digital currency in the form of a stablecoin which would be backed by a basket of sovereign currencies such as the U.S. dollar, the euro, the British pound and the Japanese yen. It would be a new, real-time payments system that would be independent of existing bank and credit card payment rails. It would be governed by the Libra Association, a new non-profit entity to be incorporated in Switzerland. Facebook would be one of the members and would not control the Association. There would be separate firms—digital wallets—to issue Libra to consumers in exchange for their fiat currency and to facilitate transactions. Facebook would own one such firm but it promised the system would be open to other wallets. The sovereign currencies paid by users to obtain Libra would be held in a reserve that would be invested in high quality, short-term assets; any interest on such investments would go to pay operational expenses and profits to the Association members, not to the users. The network would be based on blockchain technology, and while it would be a “permissioned-based” system initially—meaning there would be a central administrator—the White Paper promised a transition to a “permissionless” system, similar to the distributed, decentralized ledger of Bitcoin, within five years.

The proposal was met with harsh criticism on many grounds: Facebook was just attempting to monetize our data; there could be the equivalent of bank runs if the reserve investments had losses; users would mistakenly believe their money was insured as with a bank deposit; the system would be used for illicit finance and money laundering; and so forth. It was also seen as potentially undermining the role of the U.S. dollar as the world’s leading reserve currency—a negative to many in the United States though not necessarily elsewhere.

The revised Libra proposal—which I will call Libra 2.0—contains changes in four areas. First, the proposal contemplates a series of digital stablecoins, each backed by a single sovereign currency, such as the U.S. dollar or euro, rather than a single stablecoin backed by a basket of currencies. The concept of a multi-currency stablecoin is still present but only as what is now called a “digital composite of some of the single currency stablecoins available on the Libra network.”12 Second, the proposal claims there will be enhanced compliance procedures to address concerns that the network could be used for money laundering and financing illicit activity. Third, there is greater detail on how the Libra Association will protect the reserve of sovereign currencies that it receives in exchange for issuing Libra...

stablecoins. And finally, the original idea of transitioning within five years from a “permissioned” blockchain system to a “permissionless” system has been jettisoned.13

All of these changes are improvements, and I discuss each one below. I also discuss objections to the proposal that were raised when first made and are not directly addressed by these changes. Overall, I doubt the proposed changes will cause many of Libra’s severest critics to change their minds, because much of the opposition was about the proponent, Facebook, and the potential consequences of Facebook launching a currency, rather than the details of the proposal. But the changes may enable the Libra Association to gain sufficient regulatory approvals to launch the idea.

Single-currency stablecoins in addition to the basket

The biggest change is the introduction of single-currency coins in addition to the multi-currency basket, which was probably the single design feature that created the greatest criticism.

The basket approach created practical problems. There might be volatility in the Libra basket’s value as the relative weights of currencies change. The structure might also confuse users. The volatility might also mean every time you used Libra to purchase something, you could have a reportable transaction for tax purposes, absent some special dispensation from tax authorities (see section below). Those problems would diminish Libra’s utility as a payments system.

The tax treatment of Libra

The Internal Revenue Service treats “virtual currency”—whether Bitcoin or a stablecoin like Libra—as property. That means you are considered to have exchanged one type of property for another when you use Libra to make a purchase.14 If the value of Libra changes between the date you acquire it and the date you dispose of it, that triggers reporting and a possible tax liability (or tax loss), unless tax authorities were to exclude reporting for a de minimis change in value. That problem was more significant in the old proposal because the value of the basket might change as a result of exchange rate movements or even changes in the basket composition. This should not be a problem for a U.S. taxpayer using the Libra dollar coin under the new proposal, although there could still be such an issue in using the composite coin or other single-currency coins.

...
A system that uses several single-currency stablecoins rather than a single multi-currency coin should eliminate or minimize these problems and increase the attractiveness of Libra. In addition, there are already single-currency stablecoins based on the U.S. dollar, such as Tether. Although they are not widely used for payments, their existence means Libra is not quite so novel.

The change is not just more practical; it substantively redefines—or some might say reduces—Facebook’s ambitions. Although no one has created a global payments system that relies on multiple stablecoins, this new approach is a more modest undertaking than suggesting you intend to displace the major sovereign currencies of the world.

The change is evident in the first words of the White Paper. Contrast the opening line of the original proposal with the revised one. The original proposal said, “Libra’s mission is to enable a simple global currency and financial infrastructure that empowers billions of people (emphasis added).” The new proposal begins: “the Libra Association’s mission is to enable a simple global payment system and financial infrastructure that empowers billions of people (emphasis added).”

Earlier this year, I spoke with David Marcus, who has been leading the development of Libra and is the former president of PayPal. When we discussed the original launch of Libra, he said “our intent was always to build a digital payment system,” but that when Libra was announced “we perhaps did not land that message clearly enough.” Perhaps, or maybe Mark Zuckerberg actually had visions of a new currency. In any event, building a payments system that relies on digital assets sounds like a PayPal with a different technological backbone, not a challenge to sovereign authority.

Indeed, the revised proposal claims the Libra network will be compatible with, rather than a competitor to, CBDCs. The network would provide “a clear path for seamlessly integrating CBDCs as they become available.” The proposal says that if the U.S., the U.K. or another jurisdiction were to launch a CBDC, the Libra Association would replace the applicable single-currency stablecoin with the CBDC.

The revised White Paper is short on details of how exactly the multi-currency coin will work, which would be used where there is not a single-currency Libra coin. The paper says it “can be implemented as a smart contract that aggregates single-currency stablecoins using fixed nominal weights (e.g., ≋ USD 0.50, ≋ EUR 0.18, ≋ GBP 0.11, etc.)” and would be like a special drawing right or SDR. Whether the comparison to SDRs is on point—there are many differences between the two—the issue is whether there will be sufficient intermediaries and liquidity in the multi-currency coin (or for that matter in the individual

17. David Marcus (leader of the development of Libra; board member of the Libra Association; and head of Novi), in discussion with the author, February 26, 2020.
currency coins) to make all this work. Will conversion of fiat currency into Libra and vice versa be easy and free (or close to it)?

To address an earlier objection that the basket might change, the White Paper says “the Association would welcome the oversight and control over the basket composition (both currencies included and their respective weights) by a group of regulators and central banks or an international organization (e.g., IMF).”

The revised White Paper also tries to allay concerns that Libra would interfere with the ability of the Federal Reserve—or any other central bank—to conduct monetary policy. In my view, that concern arose in part because of the grandiose language of the initial White Paper, not just the structure of the proposal. It said, “Since Libra will be global, the association decided not to develop its own monetary policy but to inherit the policies of the central banks represented in the basket.” But that language is gone, replaced by “The Libra network is intended to support global, cross-border exchanges by extending the functionality of fiat currencies, which are appropriately under the governance and control of central banks. Under this new approach, we seek to reduce concerns around monetary sovereignty.

In my conversations with one senior Federal Reserve official about Libra, there was much greater concern about risks of the Libra proposal related to illicit payments, consumer protection and illiquidity rather than interference with monetary policy or impact on U.S. dollar stability.

The White Paper also responds to the criticisms that the introduction of Libra in countries with weaker sovereign currencies might undermine those currencies, lead to capital flight or cause “back-door dollarization” because the U.S. dollar would be the largest currency in the basket. The paper says that, “if adoption in a region without a single-currency stable-coin on the network generates concern about currency substitution, then the Association could work with the relevant central bank and regulators to make a stablecoin available on the Libra network.” Whether that expression of intent addresses the concern—and whether central banks will want to create Libra stablecoins for their currencies—remains to be seen.

A stronger compliance framework?

The second change pertains to the compliance and risk management framework. When Libra was first proposed, there was a lot of criticism that it would be used for money-laundering and illicit activity. This is a general problem with cryptocurrencies. Transactions in

22. Christian Catalini et al., “The Libra Reserve,” Libra Association, June 2019, 3–4, https://libra.org/en-US/wp-content/uploads/sites/23/2019/06/TheLibraReserve_en_US.pdf. Perhaps this language was intended to contrast Libra with Bitcoin, where the supply and frequency of issuance is fixed by the protocol. The supply of the fiat currencies that could be exchanged for Libra would be determined by the respective central banks; there would be no other restriction on supply of Libra. But they might have said that more directly.
Cryptocurrencies are not, as is often thought, anonymous. They are instead pseudonymous. There is an account number tied to every transaction that is never erased. If you can identify the owner of an account, then the ledger provides you with a history of all transactions involving that account. That can make it easier to track illicit payments made with cryptocurrencies than with cash in suitcases. But because the regulatory framework for cryptocurrencies is weak, the standards to prevent illicit finance that have been extensively implemented in other financial sectors are not as vigorously applied and enforced. In addition, illicit crypto payments are often “washed” through many accounts which makes it difficult as a practical matter to identify the owner. Mixers and tumblers can be used to combine multiple transactions and obfuscate exactly who paid whom. In addition, there are so-called “privacy coins” like Monero which do not have as transparent a ledger. And even if one identifies a registered owner of a cryptocurrency account, complex beneficial ownership chains can hide the true identity.

The ability to prevent illicit activity in Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies depends in large part on the strength of the compliance operations of the on-ramps and off-ramps between fiat and cryptocurrencies as well as the exchanges and other intermediaries that handle transactions. While the international Financial Action Task Force and the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FINCEN) of the U.S. Treasury have developed standards, the fact is the cryptocurrency universe of actors is not subject to an overall regulatory framework that is as rigorous as that imposed on banks or securities and derivatives intermediaries.

When the White Paper was first published, many doubted the Libra Association could implement strong standards on KYC, AML or CFT, or ensure compliance with financial sanctions. There was very little discussion of the issue in the White Paper. In the Congressional hearings, David Marcus said the responsibility rested with the wallets or “on-ramps” that would exchange Libra for fiat currency, rather than with the Libra Association. He insisted that Facebook’s wallet would have stringent protections. And he claimed that KYC/AML/CFT standards would be important criteria in the Libra Association’s selection of on-ramps.

But that system will only be as strong as its weakest link. It was not clear whether or how the Libra Association would monitor compliance. It was also not clear whether it would impose its own stronger standards if a wallet was subject to oversight in a jurisdiction with

25. A report last year by Chainalysis found that two professional criminal groups were largely responsible for $1 billion in cryptocurrency hacks in 2018. The hackers typically moved stolen funds 5,000 times (and 15,000 in one case), often through crypto exchanges, to disguise the funds’ criminal origins. See Chainalysis, Crypto Crime Report: Decoding Increasingly Sophisticated Hacks, Darknet Markets and Scams, January 2019, https://blog.chainalysis.com/2019-cryptocrime-review.

26. Tumbling and mixing break the connection between the cryptocurrency wallet address from which coins are sent and the wallet address at which they are received, by combining multiple transactions. The chain then shows coins were sent from several particular addresses and coins were sent to several particular addresses but one cannot connect the individual pairs.


weak standards. And, as Congressman Bill Foster of Illinois asked, isn’t it possible that someone could use Libra through self-custody, rather than through an authorized wallet, and evade any such standards unless built into the code itself?29

The new White Paper discusses compliance as a Libra Association responsibility. It claims some aspects of compliance will be built into the system. It says “automated protocol level compliance controls will apply for all on-chain activity,” which will include automatic blocks on “transactions involving blockchain addresses identified by authorities as associated with sanctioned persons” as well as sanctioned jurisdictions.30 There will also be transaction and address balance limits on dealers and wallets except for those otherwise subject to regulatory oversight or whose compliance frameworks have been certified. It also says the protocol will require compliance with the Travel Rule, a rule under the Bank Secrecy Act that requires a financial institution to pass on certain information to the next financial institution in funds transmittals involving more than one institution. The White Paper also describes diligence and other procedures that will be followed with respect to the various intermediaries in the system.31 In our conversation, Marcus said the incorporation of compliance measures into the protocol was critical and “unprecedented for blockchain.”32

This is welcome news. It suggests the Libra Association intends to take these matters seriously. The fact that the association recently hired Stuart Levey, former Undersecretary of the U.S. Treasury for Terrorism and Financial Intelligence, who was responsible for combating illicit finance in that role, as its chief executive officer is also positive.33 But the devil is in the details. Banks have spent massive amounts of money to develop and implement their KYC, AML and CFT systems. Regulators will need to review carefully whether the Libra Association’s systems and standards are adequate. And as noted earlier, the question of which regulatory agencies will engage in oversight of the Libra network and its various intermediaries on a regular basis is critical. (I also discuss below the Libra Association’s plans for sanctions enforcement, which could raise some geopolitical challenges.)34

Restrictions on the Libra reserve

The revised proposal also contains greater detail on the management of the Libra Reserve, and the steps that will be taken to protect customer funds and prevent losses or a run when many users seek to exchange their Libra for fiat currency all at once and overwhelm the system. The original White Paper said that Libra would be fully backed by the reserve, but the lack of detail as to how the reserve would be invested, along with the complexities of

30. Libra, White Paper v2.0, 22.
34. See text at note 80.
the basket feature, created concern about the risk of investment losses, liquidity problems or runs. The revised proposal describes how the Reserve funds will be invested.\textsuperscript{35}

Whether the measures proposed by the Libra Association are sufficient to deal with liquidity and run risks will require careful and ongoing scrutiny by regulators. The 2008 financial crisis taught us that there can be runs even against money market funds that are invested in high quality short-term securities. Similarly, the Chinese government has recently taken action to address liquidity and run risk concerns arising from activities of their mobile payment companies.\textsuperscript{36}

The White Paper also says the Libra network will hold a capital buffer to absorb any losses. This is necessary, because even with one-to-one backing of the coins, there can be not only investment losses and liquidity risks but operational losses as well. The paper says the size of the capital buffer will be determined in consultation with regulators.\textsuperscript{37}

The original proposal claimed operating costs could be funded by earnings on the investments. There is an inherent tension between investing the reserve to preserve capital (which maximizes users’ interests) versus investing to generate a return (which benefits investors), and regulators should focus on that conflict. The revised paper acknowledges there may not even be earnings, given low interest rates. It also acknowledges the risk of negative yields, but simply says that the Libra network will “have to cover these costs through its other revenue streams (e.g., transaction and other fees).” It does not provide any detail.\textsuperscript{38} The White Paper also provides more detail on the various intermediaries that will be involved in minting and burning coins, taking custody of customer assets, and facilitating transactions. But it is not specific on how these various intermediaries will be compensated or what the costs will be. The revenue model thus remains unclear.

**Forgoing a transition to a permissionless system**

The new White Paper gives up on the idea that there would be a transition to a permissionless system within five years. The notion of a permissionless system may have appealed to crypto enthusiasts who believed that Bitcoin’s decentralized, permissionless ledger would transform the financial system. (They may not like some other changes in Libra 2.0 either, as noted in the following section.) In my view, just as the Bitcoin vision has not been realized, the original idea of a permissionless Libra was not feasible. That’s not to diminish the potential importance of distributed ledger technology. But at least to date, we have not seen

\textsuperscript{35} The new white paper says the Reserve will consist of short-term, high quality liquid assets—80% in sovereign bonds of up to three months remaining maturity, with at least an A+/A1 rating, and 20% in cash with overnight sweeps into money market funds invested in similar government securities. The fiat currency received for each single-currency stablecoin would be invested in securities meeting such criteria that are denominated in that currency; funds otherwise received for the multi-currency will presumably be invested in similar securities. See Libra, *White Paper v2.0*, 12.

\textsuperscript{36} See text at note 168.


the development of applications that would enable critical financial systems to operate on a permissionless basis without any institutional oversight. In the case of Libra, while some compliance and risk-management procedures can be built into the protocol, not everything can be. The investment and custody of the reserve similarly require a system of administration that seems inconsistent with a permissionless approach. The paper claims that the “key economic properties of a permissionless system” can still be achieved.\(^39\) That appears to mean having an architecture that allows other parties to build applications on top of the network.

### Why some crypto enthusiasts don’t like Libra 2.0

Many crypto-enthusiasts are disappointed by the revised White Paper, not only because it gives up on the transition to a permissionless system but also because it drops the idea of a single global digital coin not issued by any government that could in theory be used anywhere in the world, regardless of national boundaries. In addition, the revised White Paper embraces the need for government regulation and promises that compliance systems will be built right into the protocol, ideas that offend the crypto community’s libertarian element. A Financial Times’s article on the revised White Paper, “How Facebook’s Libra went from world changer to just another PayPal,” reflected this sentiment. The new Libra is not “‘censorship resistant’—arguably the most important and unique feature of blockchain networks like Bitcoin and Ethereum,” said Garrick Hileman, head of research at crypto wallet company Blockchain. But as David Gerard, a historian of cryptocurrencies, noted, “the original vision for Libra was one with wild crypto dreams of private money, free of regulation” that was “never going to fly.”\(^40\)

I agree. That original vision for Libra echoed elements of the vision for Bitcoin articulated by its mysterious creator, Satoshi Nakamoto, in his/her white paper. The timing of the publication of that white paper and the launch of Bitcoin—during the dark days of the 2008 financial crisis—contributed to the hope that it would bring a radically different financial system. But while distributed ledger technology has great potential, the fact is Bitcoin’s high volatility in price, limited ability to process transactions (5-10 per second compared to up to 24,000 for Visa\(^41\)), energy inefficiency, and lack of a strong regulatory framework for transactions, among other reasons, has meant that to date, it has not been widely used

\(^39\) Libra, White Paper v2.0, 4.

\(^40\) Kiran Stacey and Hannah Murphy, “How Facebook’s Libra Went from World Changer to Just Another PayPal,” Financial Times, April 17, 2020, https://www.ft.com/content/79376464-72b5-41fa-8f14-9f308aca6b3b.

\(^41\) Visa’s website says that the capacity of its system is 24,000 transactions per second. The crypto community often cites figures in the range of 1,700 as the actual number of transactions processed per second, which is still much higher than Bitcoin. See Visa, “Visa Acceptance for Retailers,” accessed June 5, 2020, https://usa.visa.com/run-your-business/small-business-tools/retail.html; Sedgwick, Kai, “No, Visa Doesn’t Handle 24,000 TPS and Neither Does Your Pet Blockchain,” Bitcoin.com, April 20, 2018, https://news.bitcoin.com/no-visa-doesnt-handle-24000-tps-and-neither-does-your-pet-blockchain.
as a means of payment, and is mostly a speculative investment. The creators of Libra may have disappointed some crypto-enthusiasts, but the new design is more likely to work.

Other objections to Libra

While the changes in these four areas are designed to address some of the main objections to the proposal, there were other objections to the proposal that are not directly addressed by these changes that are worth re-examining.

Facebook’s past sins and fears about big technology companies

The most frequent objections to Libra concerned not so much the details of the proposal but the creator: Facebook. Consider the twelve hours that Mark Zuckerberg and David Marcus spent testifying before Congress. For much of that time, members of Congress raised complaints about Facebook’s power and ambitions, its failures to protect the privacy of users, its dissemination of misinformation and its role in the 2016 election—including the Cambridge Analytica scandal and its complicity in Russian interference.

The objections based on Facebook’s past failings blended into those concerning its power and practices today: what would happen with the data generated by Libra transactions? Would it be used—and misused—by Facebook? Would Facebook’s digital wallet, Novi, be able to use data from users’ social media accounts? Many simply felt that Facebook and other large digital platforms already have too much power, and we should not let them enter financial services.

Facebook insists it will be just one of many members of the Libra Association, the governing body, and will not have the ability to control the Association. But that argument hasn’t persuaded some critics, and the fact is Facebook will have a digital wallet subsidiary that will offer services on the platform and could have a significant presence.

The reaction of Representative Maxine Waters, chair of the House Financial Services Committee, to Mark Zuckerberg’s testimony exemplified the view: “As I have examined Facebook’s various problems, I have come to the conclusion that it would be beneficial for all if Facebook concentrates on addressing its many existing deficiencies and failures before proceeding any further on the Libra project.”

He may be one of the world’s richest people, but it was like she was talking to a child: clean up your room before you even think about going outside.

. . .

42. See Massad, “Is Facebook’s Libra a Betrayal of Satoshi Nakamoto’s Vision,” for a discussion of how the original Libra compared to the vision for Bitcoin, and Massad, “It’s Time to Strengthen the Regulation of Crypto-Assets,” for a discussion of the vision for Bitcoin and its connection to the 2008 financial crisis, as well as Bitcoin’s deficiencies as a payment system.

43. An Examination of Facebook, 116th Cong. (testimony of Mark Zuckerberg, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Facebook).
I share the concerns about the power of Facebook and other large digital platforms and their use of our data in this digital age. But those concerns will be with us regardless of whether Libra proceeds. Ideally, we should address those issues in a comprehensive way that transcends the particulars of the Libra proposal. And Facebook’s past deficiencies and failures may be glaring, but financial regulators must still address the issues at hand with the proposal.

Even if it is possible to stop the Libra Association from proceeding with Libra because of Facebook’s involvement, someone else may come along in the near future with another private stablecoin. Chair Waters endorsed the “Keep Big Tech Out of Finance Act,” legislation that would prohibit a “large platform utility”—defined as a technology company that offers an online marketplace, exchange or platform for connecting people and has more than $25 billion in annual revenue—from sponsoring a digital currency. But would we feel better if it is JP Morgan or PayPal creating this system, rather than Facebook or Google? Some may say yes because a major financial institution presumably has less data about our families and friends, our habits, our interests and our movements than a social media platform or search engine. But the possibilities for monetizing or abusing the transaction and personal data that will be generated still exist. And if it’s not a digital currency, but the provision by a large digital platform of other types of financial services—such as small business loans by Amazon—similar issues will arise.

We have addressed issues of privacy and use of data in other contexts. The response to the pandemic is also generating talk of intrusive collection of our location and health data in order to determine who might be carrying the coronavirus. So rather than simply oppose the concept of a private digital currency, we should address these concerns.

These concerns raise much broader and more important issues than Libra, but Libra became a focal point in the debate. It’s clear that we need standards on what transaction or personal data can be collected, how it can be used, and by whom. To the extent possible, there should be requirements for real, informed consent, not just contracts of adhesion. There should be liability for breaching those standards and for failing to take reasonable action to prevent breaches.

There is also the issue of how to foster competition among digital platforms. The United Kingdom recently formed a Digital Competition Expert Panel to develop pro-competition policies to “help unlock the opportunities of the digital economy.” Its report offers a broad range of recommendations that are relevant to the Libra proposal, such as the need for interoperability requirements and open standards to facilitate competition among digital platforms—something that could help prevent dominance by Facebook’s subsidiary Novi in the offering of services on the Libra network. Another is personal data mobility requirements so that consumers can easily choose which service providers to use. The report also says “merger control can only address the use of acquisitions to expand the scale and scope of the incumbent digital companies but cannot address their existing scale and scope.” It recommends a special government unit—the digital markets unit—that would develop policies to promote competition and “beneficial outcomes for consumers and businesses,”

...
including the development of a code of conduct for digital platforms that have strategic market status to prevent anti-competitive behavior.\textsuperscript{45}

Whether these issues can be adequately addressed in the United States under current law by existing regulators such as the Federal Trade Commission and Federal Communications Commission, or whether Congressional action is needed, and the substance of policy in these areas, I leave to those with more expertise. But we cannot expect financial regulators to solve these issues, nor can they simply say no to innovations like Libra because of them.

Libra is “private money”

In the Congressional hearings, another frequent objection was that Libra was “private money”, a currency sponsored by a corporation. But most money is “private money.” Physical currency—paper notes and coins—constitutes an obligation of the Federal Reserve (or Treasury in the case of coins) but represented only a small part of the overall money supply (approximately 11% of M2, which includes currency in circulation, demand deposits, savings deposits, small-denomination time deposits and money market funds in May 2020).\textsuperscript{46}

Most transactions involve forms of money created by commercial banks through fractional reserve banking: when a bank takes in deposits and then lends most of them out (keeping only that portion required by law as necessary for safety and soundness), it is creating money. Americans use cash—paper money, or Federal Reserve banknotes—more than in some other developed countries, but it still represents a small proportion of overall payments, and the behaviors adopted in response to COVID-19 might well accelerate the decline of cash.\textsuperscript{47}

We accept the fact that most money is privately created not just out of habit and convenience, but also because there is a regulatory framework that inspires confidence. While our faith in the financial system as a whole was damaged by the 2008 global financial crisis, confidence in banking deposits remained unshaken, supported no doubt by Federal


\textsuperscript{47} See Joshua Younger, Munier Salem, and Henry St. John, “Can Stablecoins Achieve Global Scale?,” J.P. Morgan, December 3, 2019, 3 (estimating that private money consisting primarily of commercial bank deposits represents more than 75% of the total). A recent study by the San Francisco Federal Reserve found that individuals used cash for 26% of their transactions in 2018. But this has fallen from 30% in 2017, and checks, debit and credit card transactions and electronic and mobile payments—all of which are “private” money—comprise the remaining 74%. See Raynil Kumar and Shaun O’Brien, Cash Product Office, Federal Reserve System, 2019 Diary of Consumer Payment Choice, June 2019, 5, \url{https://www.frbsf.org/cash/files/2019-Findings-from-the-Diary-of-Consumer-Payment-Choice-June2019.pdf}. 

Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) insurance and other forms of government regulation and support, such as lender of last resort powers.

Libra would not be entitled to FDIC insurance nor would it be a bank eligible for those other forms of support. But it is also not creating money in the same way as a commercial bank that keeps only a fraction of deposits on hand. Libra coins would be backed one-to-one by reserves of sovereign currency. But we need regulation that makes sure those reserves are kept in safe assets, much like a money market fund, as discussed below.

**Will Libra undermine the role of the U.S. dollar in global commerce?**

Another concern—at least in the United States—was that Libra would undermine the role of the U.S. dollar in the global economy. While the change to a series of single-currency stablecoins means there is less likelihood that the composite Libra will emerge as a significant new currency, the project will still create new payment rails. Will it therefore reduce the use of existing dollar-based international payment mechanisms and will that undermine the role of the U.S. dollar?

A significant shift in international payment patterns would require that Libra be widely used for business to business payments, not just consumer-to-consumer or consumer-to-business payments. That is because business-to-business (B2B) payments constitute the largest volume of cross-border payments, by far. It is not clear that Libra will be attractive in that market. Today, the most widely used B2B payments platforms (such as the Fedwire system) provide liquidity facilities or efficient intra-day netting for customers. Business customers do not want to wait to receive one payment before making another in the course of a day. The real-time, intra-day settlement that could come with a digital currency should in theory reduce the need for intra-day liquidity, but some businesses may still prefer the comfort of knowing they have that overdraft protection.

Nevertheless, one reason China and European countries are interested in CBDCs is to reduce the importance of dollar-based international payments systems. Shortly after listening to members of Congress complain that Libra would undermine the U.S. dollar, I attended a financial regulatory conference in Shanghai where the dominant attitude was that Libra would perpetuate the influence of the dollar because it would be the primary component of the basket. There were also plenty of complaints about SWIFT (the Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication), the primary international financial payment messaging system. There was interest in alternatives—other than Libra—for several reasons: economic (promote the RMB), technological (the SWIFT technology is old) and geopolitical (including objections to the ability of the U.S. government to impose financial sanctions through SWIFT and other dollar-based systems).

---


49. See text at note 214 for further discussion of China’s reasons for launching a CBDC. A few months after the announcement of Libra, the desire to reduce the importance of dollar-based systems was expressed by former Governor Mark Carney of the Bank of England, Governor François Villeroy de Galhau of the Bank of France, and Benoit Couré of the European Central Bank. See text beginning at note 195.
One could take the view that the United States shouldn’t do anything—including permitting Libra to go forward—that might create a risk of weakening existing dollar-based international payment systems. But restricting Libra’s development in the U.S. may not stop its development in countries more willing to experiment. We may be better off coming up with a framework in which it can be responsibly developed, as well as exploring the potential for our own CBDC.

**Does it matter that the Libra Association is incorporated in Switzerland?**

Quite a few members of Congress from both parties expressed concern about the fact that the Libra Association is organized in Switzerland. Some worried it would limit the benefits of jobs and technological innovation flowing to the United States. Others worried the choice would limit U.S. ability to regulate Libra, or that it reflected flaws in the U.S. regulatory system.

The jurisdiction of organization does not dictate where the work takes place or who benefits from technological innovation. Moreover, there are precedents for the choice. SWIFT is incorporated in Belgium and has offices around the world. Around half of all high-value cross border payments rely on SWIFT. Over 11,000 financial institutions in over 200 countries and territories participate, sending over 30 million messages per month. SWIFT’s website speaks of the “neutral, global character of its cooperative structure” and says its governance is designed to “ensure our global relevance, support our international reach and uphold SWIFT’s strict neutrality.”

It is not surprising that the Libra Association did not incorporate in the United States given the complexity of our financial regulatory system. We have multiple financial regulators which have interests in the project. It is easier for the Libra Association to go to FINMA, the Swiss financial market regulator, as a lead regulator, because it is a single regulator with broad jurisdiction. David Marcus said “a solid regulatory framework is desirable as it’ll guarantee that the Libra Association won’t deviate from commitments we’re making today like the one-to-one reserve backing, and our approach to compliance. We found that Switzerland would allow for a regulator with a strong global reputation, located in a neutral country, to implement these guardrails effectively.”

Marcus’s comment suggests the Libra Association seems to appreciate that Libra can only succeed—at least in countries with well-developed financial systems—if it is regulated in such a way that creates consumer confidence. U.S. authorities will still have a say. The question is exactly how should regulators, both here and abroad, exercise their authority.

---

How should Libra be regulated?

Several members of Congress, including Chair Waters, said Libra should not go forward until all regulatory approvals were obtained, and both Zuckerberg and Marcus promised that it would not be launched until such time. But there was little discussion of exactly what regulatory approvals are needed.

Although we have laws that regulate certain aspects of their operations, we do not have a comprehensive federal framework for payment systems generally. We also do not have a framework for the regulation of cryptocurrencies, as I have previously written. While the Libra proposal implicates a variety of laws—securities, banking, state money transmitter—it does not fit neatly into any one category. This is similar to the regulatory gap we face with cryptocurrencies. The question becomes how to create a regulatory framework that addresses the multiple concerns raised.

As a recent paper by the European Central Bank (ECB) notes, Libra can be thought of as a combination of an asset management fund and a transfer or payment system. Some would say it should be thought of as a bank as well. The concerns it raises include, to name just a few, prudential regulatory issues: for example, what types of restrictions should there be on investment of funds in the Libra Reserve, to minimize the risks of illiquidity and losses? Who should hold those investments? What should be the size of the capital buffer? Or, consider the allocation of legal responsibilities: who has a legal obligation to redeem your Libra and return your sovereign currency? Is it just the on-ramp that made the original exchange, or does the Libra Association have any duty? (In our conversation, Marcus said the Libra Association “will not directly interface with consumers,” which I would interpret to mean it would not have such a duty.) If there is a mistake in a transaction, can you get recourse, and if so from whom? What type of consumer disclosure is necessary? How do we make sure consumers understand their account is not insured by the government? How do we make sure AML, CFT and KYC rules are adequately enforced? And of course, how do we protect the privacy and data of users? If an entity that is part of the Libra system were to provide loans, credit, investment management products or other services, then other traditional banking, securities and asset management concerns would be implicated as well.

The White Paper indicates the Association is in discussions with FINMA as its lead regulator about several issues. A recent statement indicated it would seek a payments entity license. Swiss law allows FINMA to impose additional requirements to the extent a payments entity poses additional risks including “bank-like risks.” FINMA can also impose

53. See, e.g., Examining Facebook’s Proposed Cryptocurrency, 116th Cong. (statements of Reps. Maxine Waters, Carolyn Maloney, Brad Sherman, and Nydia Velasquez).
54. Massad, “It’s Time to Strengthen the Regulation of Crypto-Assets.”
conditions that must be met in order to obtain and retain that license. Those powers mean it can address a host of concerns—prudential issues related to traditional banking concerns, consumer protection issues and potentially, privacy. FINMA has also said it will give “special consideration to whether . . . international standards for payment infrastructures and for combatting money laundering can be upheld.”

Marcus said the Association will also register with FINMA as a money service business, which will subject it to AML requirements. (There will be state registrations also, as all but one of the fifty states require money service or money transfer businesses to register; the requirements under these laws are typically not burdensome.) There appears to be discussion with and among other U.S. regulators, including the Federal Reserve and the Securities and Exchange Commission, about Libra. The issues also pertain to regulation of the digital wallets and other intermediaries. I assume U.S. agencies can collectively coordinate with FINMA, and stitch together responses, to address U.S. concerns, though such an improvised, patchwork approach may be weaker or less efficient than is desirable. (The areas that traditionally are not central concerns of financial regulators—like rules on use of consumer data and privacy—need to be addressed also, as noted earlier.)

This is especially important, and difficult, because Libra could become significant in size very quickly. The ECB has projected that Libra could reach a global size of anywhere from €153 billion up to €3 trillion. These estimates assume that all of Facebook’s 2.4 billion users participate, a questionable assumption given the many payment alternatives available as well as the challenge of building out the system worldwide. In addition, the upper projection assumes that Libra functions as a “store of value” and the average user holds an amount of Libra equivalent to the average investment in the money market fund linked to Alipay, one of the principal mobile payments companies in China, but with an upward adjustment for differences in income and purchasing power (see discussion of Alipay in Part III). That too may be unrealistic given the many alternative investment options that consumers have, at least in developed nations. The percentage of the volume of payments that can be expected to convert into balances, in a payment system that does not offer significant investment options, may be quite low. The ECB acknowledges the upper estimate is the “extreme-case scenario.” But even if that size is not reached, it is not hard to imagine that Libra could become systemically important very quickly.

As the ECB points out, the scaling up of Libra could result, among other things, in a conversion of a large amount of relatively stable retail bank deposits (as consumers withdraw funds to buy Libra) to more fluid institutional deposits (Libra Reserve investments), which

...
creates a risk of greater runs. Chinese authorities worried about the same risk with their mobile payment industry. The ECB also notes the size of the Libra Reserve could contribute to the scarcity of safe assets in the euro area, a point also raised by U.S. banking analysts. But despite that potential systemic importance, it is not clear whether the process created in the Dodd Frank Act to regulate new systemically important companies can be invoked (see discussion of the Financial Stability Oversight Council in the section below).

What is the role of the Financial Stability Oversight Council?

Could the Financial Stability Oversight Council (FSOC) take action to make sure Libra is properly regulated, either through its designation power or otherwise? The FSOC was created by the Dodd Frank Act to monitor and prevent systemic risk. It has the power to designate “those financial market utilities or payment, clearing or settlement activities that the Council determines are, or are likely to become, systemically important.” If it does so, the Federal Reserve Board, in consultation with other regulators, must then prescribe risk management standards governing the operations and conduct of the designated activity. Those standards must “promote robust risk management; promote safety and soundness; reduce systemic risks; and support the stability of the broader financial system.”

To date, this power has been used only to designate business payment systems, not retail payments systems. During the Obama Administration, the FSOC designated two entities: the Clearing House Payments Company L.L.C., as operator of the Clearing House International Payments System or CHIPS, one of the two largest international wire transfer systems (the other being Fedwire), and CLS Bank International, which settles foreign exchange transactions. However, the FSOC declined to include in its final rule implementing the statute a categorical exclusion for retail payment systems, as some commenters had advocated, thus leaving open the possibility that this power could be used for retail systems. Moreover, while Libra’s target market is retail, businesses might still use it.

Having served on the FSOC and participated in designation decisions during the Obama Administration, I think it is doubtful, under the current administration as well as its current rules, that the FSOC would use this power to designate Libra today. The Trump Administration has circumscribed the role of the FSOC generally, by reversing systemic

63. See text at note 168
69. I served on the FSOC in my capacity as chairman of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission from June 2014 until January 2017. I participated in the designation of MetLife, Inc. on December 18, 2014 and the rescission of the designation of GE Capital Global Holdings, LLC on June 28, 2016.
designations and refraining from having the FSOC produce reports that fall in its jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{70} I have previously written that the FSOC is the logical place to address the need to enhance regulation of crypto assets, but that has not happened either.\textsuperscript{71}

The FSOC’s current rules are also not designed for taking action in advance of seeing whether Libra reaches significant scale. The fact that the statutory designation standard is forward looking—it refers to financial market utilities (FMUs) that “are, or are likely to become, systemically important” (emphasis added)—is helpful in making the argument that FSOC could act even before Libra is launched. Systemic importance is defined to mean “a situation where the failure or disruption” of the payment system “could create, or increase, the risk of significant liquidity or credit problems spreading among financial institutions or markets and thereby threaten the stability of the financial system of the United States.”\textsuperscript{72} But the FSOC uses a two-stage process under its current rules to determine systemic importance, the first of which is quantitative and involves measuring, among other things, the aggregate value and number of transactions and exposures to other institutions using publicly available data.\textsuperscript{73} There would be nothing to measure until Libra is operational. A federal court overturned the FSOC’s designation of MetLife, Inc., as systemically important on grounds that included a finding that FSOC failed to follow its own guidance.\textsuperscript{74} Unless FSOC amended its rule, I do not see how it could even get to the stage two analysis, which involves a more qualitative assessment.

Frankly, it would be in the Libra Association’s interest to be designated by FSOC. It would bring not just greater clarity and coordination to U.S. regulation—and I believe a strong regulatory framework is necessary for consumers to trust and use Libra. It would also make the Libra Association eligible for an account at the Federal Reserve, at which the dollar


\textsuperscript{71} Massad, “It’s Time to Strengthen the Regulation of Crypto-Assets,” 55–57.

\textsuperscript{72} Dodd-Frank Act, 12 U.S.C. § 5462(9). It should also be noted that the definition of “financial market utility” refers to a person that operates a system for “transferring, clearing and settling payments, securities or other financial transactions among financial institutions or between financial institutions and the person.” While it does not specifically include consumer-to-consumer or consumer-to-business payments, even retail systems can involve payments with or among financial institutions, and as noted, the rule implementing the statute expressly said retail systems were not excluded.

\textsuperscript{73} FSOC Authority to Designate Financial Market Utilities, 12 C.F.R. ch. XIII & pt. 1320.

\textsuperscript{74} The U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia rejected FSOC’s designation of MetLife, Inc. See MetLife Inc. v. Financial Stability Oversight Council, 177 F. Supp. 3d 219 (D.D.C. 2016). Many, including myself, disagreed with the ruling and thought the holding that the FSOC failed to follow its own guidance was especially unpersuasive. However, the decision came late in the Obama administration, and while it was appealed, the FSOC under the Trump administration dropped the appeal. The FSOC subsequently amended its guidance regarding the designation of systemically important financial institutions to adopt an “activities-based” approach. However, this guidance did not apply to designations of financial market utilities. See FSOC Authority to Require Supervision and Regulation of Certain Nonbank Financial Companies, Final Interpretive Guidance, 12 C.F.R. pt. 1310 (2019).
reserve could be held, eliminating the cost and risk associated with custodial banks holding such funds, and potentially eligible for discount window access if it were ever in trouble.\textsuperscript{75} As noted earlier, Libra is meant to be “compatible” with a CBDC, and surely the Libra Association’s chances of some type of public/private partnership for a digital currency (see discussion in Part IV) would be enhanced by designation. Perhaps no one would have standing to challenge designation by FSOC, notwithstanding the MetLife decision, if the Libra Association did not do so. But FSOC might not react positively to a request for designation, out of a concern it would be giving a benefit to a private entity. The fact that the Libra Association is incorporated in Switzerland could be another reason for not designating it, as the FSOC might view the entity as the responsibility of Swiss authorities.

Even in the absence of designating the Libra Association as a systemically important FMU, the FSOC could play an important role. It has the explicit power and duty to “facilitate information sharing and coordination among the member agencies and other Federal and State agencies regarding domestic financial services policy development” and to “identify gaps in regulation that could pose risks to financial stability.”\textsuperscript{76} It is supposed to make recommendations to regulatory agencies “to apply new or heightened standards and safeguards for financial activities or practices that could create or increase risks. . . .”\textsuperscript{77} It is supposed to “advise Congress and make recommendations in such areas that will enhance the integrity, efficiency, competitiveness, and stability of the U.S. financial markets.”\textsuperscript{78} Thus, it could make recommendations to Congress as to how we can best regulate an innovation like Libra—whether that means a new legislative framework, or just addressing certain gaps—and it could help coordinate the work of the various individual regulators in responding to Libra. But in practice, the Secretary of the Treasury has often performed these functions—perhaps because it is easier to act unilaterally than to build consensus among the FSOC members.

How will the Libra Association deal with differences in international standards, especially regarding sanctions?

The fact that the Libra Association may need regulatory approval in several jurisdictions could create an incentive to build the network to meet the highest or most stringent requirements. It may be operationally easier to design systems that are consistent worldwide, even if in excess of legal requirements in some jurisdictions. But that might not be true for compliance at the wallet or other intermediary level where there may be varying standards depending on the jurisdiction. That might create competition to the extent consumers have a choice. Or it might just lead to inconsistency and confusion among users.

The issue of inconsistency among international standards could be vexing for the Association when it comes to CFT (combating the financing of terrorism) standards and financial

\textsuperscript{75} Dodd-Frank Act, 12 U.S.C.\$5465(a). In contrast with depository institutions, which are entitled to an account at a Federal Reserve Bank, a designated entity is not entitled to such an account; the Federal Reserve must still decide. Designated FMUs are entitled to discount window access only upon a vote of the Board of Governors and only in unusual and exigent circumstances.

\textsuperscript{76} Dodd-Frank Act, 12 U.S.C. § 5322(a)(2)(E) & (G).


\textsuperscript{78} Dodd-Frank Act, 12 U.S.C. § 5322(a)(2)(D).
sanctions. The implementation by the United States of financial sanctions through dollar-based payment and financial messaging services has aroused opposition from other countries, particularly in recent years involving sanctions against Iran. Marcus confirmed that “protocol-level sanctions screening will be built into the Libra network and apply to all network participants.”  

But who decides who is on the “blacklist” for sanctions purposes? Will the list of Treasury’s Office of Foreign Asset Control be used? Will the Swiss FINMA, as lead regulator, together with FINCEN arbitrate? The Association may be perceived as having doubled down on following the U.S.’s lead on such matters through its recent hiring decisions. It has hired Stuart Levey as CEO, who was the first Deputy Secretary of the Treasury for Terrorism and Financial Intelligence, and Robert Werner as General Counsel, who was the Director of FINCEN and of the Office of Foreign Assets Control. These moves may have the effect of reinforcing the perception in China and possibly elsewhere that Libra is another dollar-based payment system, and one that could be used to implement U.S. foreign policy sanctions.

Of course, these are not the only criticisms of the initial proposal, just some that were mentioned frequently in the Congressional hearings. Nor are they the only obstacles to Libra’s success, because there are a host of operational challenges that must be solved—like whether the technology will have the throughput to match rival systems, and the coordination among the various intermediaries. But let’s assume the Libra Association can solve the various operational and regulatory challenges it faces. Can it achieve Zuckerberg’s goal of financial inclusion—at least, for purposes of this paper, in the United States?

**Part II: Libra and financial inclusion**

**You may be skeptical of Mark Zuckerberg’s motives, but the need is real**

In his appearance before the House Financial Services Committee last October, Zuckerberg stated his vision: “More than a billion people around the world don’t have access to a bank account... Being shut out of the financial system has real consequences for peoples’ lives... I believe this problem can be solved and Libra can help.”

But few members of Congress were interested. Chair Maxine Waters responded to Zuckerberg’s opening statement by discussing how it had “allowed Russia to undermine and
divide our country” in the 2016 election and now was seeking to profit through a new ad policy “that allows politicians to lie” and that no longer bans cryptocurrency ads. \(^{83}\)

Zuckerberg later acknowledged the obvious: “I believe this is something that needs to get built, but I get that I’m not the ideal messenger for this right now. We faced a lot of issues over the past few years, and I’m sure there are a lot of people who wish it were anyone but Facebook who were [sic] helping to propose this.” \(^{84}\)

Chair Waters is of course right to challenge Zuckerberg and his motives, given the company’s history. But Zuckerberg is right about the need to increase access, and the people he spoke of are not only in faraway, developing countries. They are also here, in the United States.

According to a FDIC survey, one in fifteen American households are unbanked, meaning they do not have a bank account. \(^{85}\) One in six are underbanked, meaning they have a bank account but used “alternative financial services” within the last 12 months, such as check cashing, payday loans, or money orders. \(^{86}\) The total of unbanked and underbanked is one quarter of the population, or 63 million adults and 22 million children. \(^{87}\) Unbanked household rates vary significantly by race and ethnicity, with the rates among black and Latino households being around five times higher than among white households. \(^{88}\)

It costs a lot to be unbanked or underbanked. A 2014 postal service inspector general report found that the underserved spend approximately 10% of their income just to use their money. \(^{89}\) The cost of alternative financial service interest and fees was estimated at $2,412 for the average underserved household with income of $25,500 in 2011—or the amount the typical American family spends on food. \(^{90}\) In 2011, the report said, underserved families spent a total of $89 billion on alternative financial service interest and fees. \(^{91}\)

The FDIC survey asked unbanked households about the reasons why they did not have a bank account. The most common reason was “did not have enough money,” followed by “don’t trust banks” and “bank account fees are too high” or are “unpredictable.” \(^{92}\)

\[\ldots\]

\(^{83}\) An Examination of Facebook, 116th Cong. (statement of Rep. Maxine Waters).

\(^{84}\) An Examination of Facebook, 116th Cong. (testimony of Mark Zuckerberg).


\(^{86}\) 2017 FDIC National Survey, 1.

\(^{87}\) 2017 FDIC National Survey, 1. The total number of unbanked and underbanked may be higher because the survey found that the banking status of 6.3% of households is unknown. A total of 68.4% of households are deemed fully banked, meaning they had a bank account and did not use alternative financial services.

\(^{88}\) 2017 FDIC National Survey, 3.


\(^{90}\) U.S. Postal Service, Providing Non-Bank Financial Services, 2.

\(^{91}\) U.S. Postal Service, Providing Non-Bank Financial Services, 2.

\(^{92}\) 2017 FDIC National Survey, 4.
Those making $25,000 or less use cash more than twice as much as those making more than $125,000, and they use it for almost 50% of their purchases, according to a recent San Francisco Federal Reserve Bank study.\textsuperscript{93}

I am not an expert on issues of financial inclusion. But I wanted to explore the issue in order to get a sense of whether Libra could make a difference, or whether it might be similar to other fintech initiatives—announced with great optimism but ultimately not making a significant difference on a difficult problem.

There are of course many different views on the best way to tackle the problem. Those who have studied the use of alternative financial service providers point to the challenges of living paycheck to paycheck. If you deposit a paycheck in the bank, you cannot be certain it will clear in time to make payments that may be due right away. As Aaron Klein of the Brookings Institute has written, this is especially a problem at the end of a month. Obligations such as rent or a mortgage payment, child care or monthly utilities are often due on the 1st of the month, and are often paid by direct debit. If your paycheck does not clear in time, you can be hit with a bank overdraft charge, which can be $35—for each check you write. It is cheaper to go to a check cashing service.\textsuperscript{94} A recent report found that banks charged $11 billion in overdraft fees in 2019, and that 9% of account holders paid 84% of such fees.\textsuperscript{95}

Real-time payments could lead to reduced overdraft fees and might help people manage their funds better. The Federal Reserve Board is working on speeding up payments through an initiative called FedNow, discussed briefly in the section below. But it is still years away from implementation.

Because Libra would offer the equivalent in speed to real-time payments, it could have an advantage over the batch processing used by most existing payment systems. But its benefits would appear to be similar to prepaid cards—a useful tool to manage bill payments, but it won’t change how quickly a payroll check clears (unless your employer pays you via Libra). Green Dot, one of the major providers of prepaid cards, was similarly launched with

\textbf{\ldots}


\textsuperscript{94} Aaron Klein, “The Fastest Way to Address Income Inequality? Implement a Real Time Payment System,” \textit{Brookings Institute}, January 2, 2019, https://www.brookings.edu/research/the-fastest-way-to-address-income-inequality-implement-a-real-time-payment-system/. The amount of overdraft fees can also depend on the order in which checks are cleared, as a National Consumer Law Center study showed. If the consumer writes checks in a certain chronological order, knowing his or her account balance is getting low, but the bank clears the highest dollar checks in a certain batch first, the consumer can end up paying a lot more in overdraft charges. See Chi Chi Wu and Katie Plat, \textit{Account Screening Consumer Reporting Agencies: A Banking Access Perspective}, National Consumer Law Center and Cities for Financial Empowerment Fund, October 2015, 7–8, https://www.ncil.org/images/pdf/pr-reports/Account-Screening-CRA-Agencies-BankingAccess101915.pdf.

the goal of helping the underbanked. A 2016 FDIC report found that many underserved used prepaid cards as one of many tools, but they generally perceived the providers of such cards as weaker on security and customer service compared to banks, and they noted that prepaid cards do not alter the speed with which deposits clear.\textsuperscript{96}

The premise of the original White Paper was that Libra can help because many people without access to the financial system have phones. A 2016 FDIC report found that three-fourths of the underbanked had a smart phone and more than one-third had used mobile services in the past year, percentages that were slightly higher than even fully banked households. On the other hand, unbanked households were found to have markedly lower access to technology—less than 50% had a smart phone.\textsuperscript{97} The pandemic has also reminded us of the inequality in access to digital services, when poorer children cannot participate as easily in online learning, and adults who cannot easily shop online must take greater health risk by shopping in person.

The FDIC report found that mobile banking has “great potential” to improve the ability of the underbanked to manage and maintain a bank account. Among other aspects, alerts and monitoring tools helped them reduce fees. But survey respondents said mobile banking was weaker than traditional banking when it came to security and customer service.\textsuperscript{98}

Jonathan Mintz of the Cities for Financial Empowerment (CFE) Fund says digital solutions are typically not designed for the unbanked as they build on top of banking.\textsuperscript{99} Because having a bank account remains a fundamental building block of financial access and security, the CFE Fund has worked with the FDIC to promote the concept of “safe accounts”—bank accounts that provide basic services and are designed to be low cost for the user and the bank. Another option advocated lately by some elected officials is postal banking. For those readers interested in learning more about these options as well as real-time payments and the FedNow project, please see the section below.

Other recent proposals to help the unbanked and underbanked

A comprehensive look at the problem of financial inclusion is beyond the scope of this paper, but a brief look at a few of the policy options mentioned these days provides useful points of contrast to Libra.

\[\ldots\]
\textsuperscript{97.} FDIC, \textit{Opportunities for Mobile Financial Services}, 3, 29–30.
\textsuperscript{98.} FDIC, \textit{Opportunities for Mobile Financial Services}, 3–4.
\textsuperscript{99.} Jonathan Mintz (President and Chief Executive Officer, CFE Fund), in discussion with the author, May 26, 2020.
Real-time payments and FedNow

Aaron Klein, Professor Mehrsa Baradaran and others have argued that one of the most important actions we could take is to move to real-time payments. This would reduce overdraft fees, check cashing fees and payday loans.\(^{100}\) As Klein has said, “how could we develop a system where I can deposit a paper check through a cell phone at 3:00 in the morning from my house and get an email back saying it’s been approved, and the money still isn’t there for four days?”\(^{101}\)

A recent BIS report on fintech developments and financial inclusion discusses the benefits of “instant payments”—a category the report defines not by technology but by outcome, as payments in which transmission of the payment message and the availability of funds occur in seconds. It notes how instant payments offer not only speed and ease of use but also better control over one’s finances, which can be of great value to those traditionally underserved by the financial system. As a payer, instant payments provide immediate verification and make it easier to avoid overdrafts; as a recipient, the immediacy may be helpful in coping with an unanticipated expense. (The report briefly discusses stablecoins and says it “remains to be seen” whether they can contribute to the policy objectives related to financial inclusion.)\(^ {102}\)

The Federal Reserve has the power to order banks to provide immediately available funds, but has not used that power. The proposed Payments Modernization Act of 2019, introduced by Senators Chris van Hollen and Elizabeth Warren and others, would require financial institutions to recognize funds in real-time and require the Federal Reserve to build a real-time payments network.\(^ {103}\)

The Federal Reserve has launched its “FedNow” project, which will expand the scope of real-time payments by bringing more depository institutions into the Fed payment system. The included institutions would then be subject to a requirement to make funds available to their customers in real-time. There are approximately 10,000 depository institutions in the United States, and thus moving to real-time payments nationwide requires a major

100. Klein, “Fastest Way to Address Income Inequality?; Examining Regulatory Frameworks for Digital Currencies and Blockchain, 116th Cong. (testimony of Mehrsa Baradaran, Professor of Law, UC Irvine School of Law).
effort. But even today, the Federal Reserve is saying the system won’t be ready until 2023 or 2024, which has led some to call it “Fed Five Years From Now.”

Safe accounts

In 2011, the FDIC launched its Model Safe Accounts Pilot to develop a low-cost bank account that would be responsive to the needs of underserved consumers but also economical for banks to offer. The account template included a low balance requirement and no overdraft or nonsufficient funds fees and offered debit cards that could be used for ATM withdrawals, point-of-sale transactions and other electronic and mobile payments. There were no check writing privileges in order to keep bank costs low. The FDIC concluded that the project was a success: about 3,500 accounts were created, retention rates were higher than normal, and the banks found the cost was the same or lower than conventional accounts. Martin Gruenberg, chairman of the FDIC at the time of the initiative, said the accounts were a “win-win” for consumers and banks, proving to be popular not only with the targeted population of the underserved but also with millennials.

Non-profit organizations, such as the Bank On initiative led by the CFE Fund, continue to promote the concept of the Safe Account. The CFE Fund also promotes National Account Standards based on the FDIC template. Its chief executive officer, Jonathan Mintz, believes having a bank account is a fundamental building block, not just one of many helpful steps. Mobile or digital solutions might work as a starting point in other countries, but he is skeptical they can work without a bank account in the United States. He also says that while financial education is important, it should not become a prerequisite to getting an account, or else it becomes another barrier. The advantage of the Safe Account is that it is in effect foolproof—it cannot result in overdraft fees.

A report by the St. Louis Federal Reserve Bank found that almost 800,000 such accounts were opened by ten reporting banks in 2018. Although the study did not determine how many of the customers opening accounts were unbanked or underbanked, it found that 75% were for customers new to the institution. There is turnover, with slightly over 400,000 accounts closed, representing 30% of the total such accounts open at the time of the survey. But that was considered normal.

...
Recently, the CFE Fund worked with the FDIC and the IRS in connection with CARES Act payments. Recognizing that checks for the millions of people without direct deposit would be a slow means of getting money out the door, Mintz says the IRS wanted to give people “another shot” at getting direct deposit. But it was important not just to give generic advice on the merits of direct deposit but rather specific advice on how they could establish an account. The IRS created a link on its website to the FDIC page on Safe Accounts, and the FDIC in turn had a link on the Bank On page which offered information on specific banks offering Safe Accounts that could be opened online.110

Postal banking

Some advocate helping the unbanked by a return to Postal Service banking—where post offices would offer low-cost checking and savings accounts for limited amounts of deposits and potentially other financial services as well. Senator Kirsten Gillibrand has introduced legislation to this effect,111 and several former candidates for the Democratic Party’s 2020 nomination for president, including Michael Bloomberg, Senator Bernie Sanders, Senator Elizabeth Warren and Andrew Yang, supported the concept.112

Postal Service banking began after the Panic of 1907, at a time when we had neither government insurance of deposit accounts nor a Federal Reserve with lender of last resort powers. Post offices offered savings accounts for up to $500 at 2% interest, and the funds were then channeled directly to private local banks. But deposits did not grow significantly until the Great Depression, and grew again during a second spike in the 1940s when the accounts offered a slightly higher interest rate than commercial banks. Activity declined thereafter as banks raised their interest rates and government savings bonds offered a better return, and postal banking was terminated in 1967.113

The principal reason postal banking was created—government protection of deposits—no longer exists because we have FDIC insurance of commercial bank deposits. But Senator Gillibrand suggests a broader scope of services, in which post offices would compete with payday lenders by offering low-cost loans. She also believes the service would help the Postal Service financially; she refers to a 2014 Postal Service inspector general report that estimated $9 billion in revenue.114 But that figure simply represents 10% of the estimated amount spent by the underserved on alternative financial services; the report did not otherwise calculate potential demand or costs.115

Could postal banking work? The fact that there are 30,000 post offices around the country might be helpful in reaching the underserved, particularly in rural areas. But as one experienced observer put it, there’s a bit of “magical thinking” going on. It is not clear whether . . .

114. Gillibrand, “Trump Called the Postal Service A Joke.”
the Postal Service could offer a lower cost, competitive alternative to traditional bank offerings. Would it create new systems and infrastructure from scratch or contract out to other providers, and at what cost? Senator Gillibrand’s legislation offers no detail on how the Postal Service would implement the service nor on funding—the legislation would simply “allow capitalization of an amount deemed necessary by the Postmaster General.”

A study by the Universal Postal Union (which is a body of the United Nations) found that the greatest potential for postal banking was in small, developing countries. Postal banking in the United States may warrant further study, but the case for it is mixed.

Central bank digital currencies or CBDCs

Another idea discussed frequently these days to improve access to the financial system is CBDCs. While blockchain and other technological advances often underly CBDC proposals, one variation is for the Federal Reserve to simply create accounts for individuals in the existing Federal Reserve payments system under present technology. This is discussed in Part IV.

---

What are the chances that Libra can help?

In her testimony at a Senate hearing on digital currencies last year, University of California Irvine Law School Professor Mehrsa Baradaran said that while the crypto industry has drawn attention to the financial inclusion need, “cryptocurrency is [not] the best solution to the problems of financial inclusion and equity in banking” because these are policy problems not technology problems. A digital currency would still face many challenges, the first being how does someone who does not have a bank account get Libra? As Professor Baradaran said, “those who are unbanked need a way to cross the cash/digital divide so they can engage in commerce.”

In their classic song “Across the Great Divide,” The Band made it sound easy: “just grab your hat and take that ride.” Not so with crossing the cash/digital divide. While Libra would presumably have many convenient features—speed, one-click simplicity of use, and . . .

easy verification and monitoring of payments—whether it can help the unbanked and underbanked in the United States will depend on many factors. Even leaving aside whether the targeted population are users of Facebook, here are a few thoughts on the challenge:

**Libra can only help the unbanked if there are easy ways to cross the cash/digital divide, either at physical locations or through prepaid cards or other means.** If you don’t have a bank account, you must go somewhere to convert your paycheck or cash to Libra. The number and proximity of those locations, and the hours they are open, will matter. RiteCheck, a major check cashing firm, has offices throughout the Bronx that are open 24 hours a day because many customers cannot visit during normal business hours. The distance matters particularly if you do not have a car and must travel by public transportation. It not only costs the unbanked a lot to use their money, it can take longer too.

Facebook does not have a network of physical stores. Digital wallets such as Novi that offer Libra will need to partner or contract with companies that have a network of outlets that could issue Libra in return for cash and, ideally, cash a paycheck as well. David Marcus acknowledged that need in our conversation, and said wallets like Novi would partner with “cash-in/cash-out businesses” and those with networks of physical locations like convenience stores. 121

**The process for obtaining Libra must be free (or close to it) and easy to understand.** The White Paper does not address whether there will be a cost to converting cash to Libra, and vice versa, and presumably that will be up to the digital wallets. Marcus said Novi would cover that cost so that the user does not. He said costs would be covered by the fees charged merchants, which would be less than existing interchange charges. 122

The fact that the White Paper now contemplates single-currency stablecoins rather than only a multi-currency coin is of some benefit: at least users won’t face the complexities of understanding the basket and its value, or the possibility of taxes on each transaction because of fluctuations in that value, except perhaps when using the composite coin. 123

**The network must be extensive and robust, and users must have trust in the service.** Even if Libra can be acquired at no cost and is easy to use, people will only use it if it is widely accepted and they trust the service. Will Libra be accepted by the merchants who the unbanked and underbanked must typically pay, such as landlords, utility companies, grocery stores, gas stations, doctors, child care providers and public transportation services? As Professor Baradaran noted, “in order for cryptocurrencies to be the solution to financial inclusion, they must be widely adopted and user-friendly—even for the least technologically savvy on both ends of the transaction. This is the policy equivalent of moving a mountain.” 124 You won’t make the effort to cross the cash/digital divide unless the grass really is greener on the other side. Marcus acknowledged the importance of the issue,

123. See text “The tax treatment of Libra.”
but said “cheaper forms of payment are always adopted by merchants if you have customers on the other side.”

The perceived safety and reliability of using Libra will also affect consumer choice. A Pew Charitable Institute study found that many consumers avoid using mobile payments because of concerns about loss of funds, and that many trust protections on credit and debit cards more than mobile payments. Consumers will need to believe that using Libra is as safe and predictable as their other options, which will depend in part on whether there is strong regulatory oversight.

**Libra must overcome consumers’ inertia that comes from familiarity with existing payment options as well.** It may cost a lot for the underbanked to use their money, but as a senior official of a federal financial regulatory agency told me, they have their strategies for meeting their needs, and there is an inertia that may prevent switching. Libra will have to overcome that inertia.

**Even if Libra is not widely used by the underserved for other needs, global remittances are a significant opportunity.** One of the biggest market opportunities for Libra is remittances, which the World Bank estimated were $706 billion in 2019. Remittances are important in reducing poverty. Approximately 10% of that amount was sent from the United States. Remittances to low and middle income countries (LMICs) were $554 billion, which the World Bank says made remittance flows larger than foreign direct investment and official development assistance to LMCs in many countries. Approximately 800 million people receive remittances according to the United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs. The global average cost of a remittance was almost 7%, more than twice the Sustainable Development Goal target of 3% by 2030. Banks are the costliest channel at 11%. The World Bank concluded that “de-risking by international correspondent banks—that is, the closing of bank accounts of money transfer operators (MTOs) to avoid rather than manage the risk in their efforts to comply with anti-money laundering and countering financing of terrorism (AML/CFT) norms—has affected remittance services and may have prevented further reduction in costs.” The average cost of using a national postal service was almost 8%, which the report attributes in part to the “policy incoherence” of a postal service paying a premium to a dominant MTO for an exclusive.

. . .

127. Mora and Rutkowski, “Remittances in Times of the Coronavirus.” The 2018 figure was $689 billion. See Migration and Remittances, Recent Developments and Outlook, vii, 3-4.
Dilip Ratha, lead author of a 2019 World Bank report, concluded that “letting new players operate through national post offices, banks, and telecommunications companies will increase competition and lower remittance prices.”

The World Bank has found that mobile money is the cheapest method for funding a remittance, but volume of usage is low. The fact that Libra can build on the single, global network created by Facebook could be a significant cost advantage. A wallet like Novi will still have to partner with businesses in the countries where remittances are sent, so that recipients have easy ways to convert Libra into local currency. But if Libra succeeds only in reducing the cost of remittances, that would be a significant social benefit to many people around the world, including in the United States.

Ancillary financial services—such as small amounts of credit—could increase the attractiveness of the system to the underbanked. But it is not clear what might be offered and such services may raise additional regulatory concerns. The White Paper did not propose to offer other financial services or even interest on deposits of Libra. Presumably it will be up to the digital wallets on the network to choose to do so. Given today’s single basis point rates on deposits, interest may not matter to customers (particularly those with low balances). But in the long run, the ease with which customers can manage their savings, as well as make payments, and the ability to get small amounts of credit, may matter. Those services were critical to the growth of Alipay and WeChat Pay in China, as discussed below. The provision of those services adds more complexity to the operation and it raises more regulatory issues. Marcus said the Libra network “is designed with interoperability at its core,” so presumably others could build applications on the system to offer such products and services.

Success with the underbanked will also depend on Libra’s success in attracting the “fully banked.” Libra can only succeed and serve the underbanked if it has scale, and scale will require extensive use by the fully banked. Facebook’s customer base is certainly an asset in that competition. But the fully banked have many alternative means of payment—checking accounts, debit cards, credit cards, mobile payment apps or wallets like PayPal, Apple Pay or Venmo—which are low or no cost. Credit cards and Internet or mobile phone payments linked to credit cards provide users with free credit for 30 days, as long as they pay their balance at the end of the month, and often offer cash rebates, frequent flyer miles or other rewards—though we indirectly pay for these privileges because of the fees that merchants must pay. Libra’s ability to compete will depend on many of the same factors as with the unbanked—convenience and cost of use, degree of network and ancillary

---

130. World Bank Group, *Remittance Prices Worldwide*, vii, 6–7. 11. It found the average cost in 2020 declined slightly to 6.79%, and that the average cost from the United States was 5.36%. See also *Migration and Remittances*, 5.


benefits, recourse rights if there’s a problem— but the challenge is greater because the existing options work so well for those with money. We should expect the businesses that offer those options to respond to defend their market position should Libra gain traction. Of course, that is the competition we want.

**The privacy and data issues could cut both ways.** I noted the importance of addressing the privacy and use of data issues raised by the proposal. Assuming for the moment that consumers have meaningful rights to decide what data is collected and how it is used, there are potentially multiple, diverse interests at issue. On the one hand, one can imagine that many people, especially those with other good payment options, may be reluctant to use Libra because of concerns that their transaction history will be monetized by Facebook. And a merchant may not want to accept Libra if it fears its product SKUs, prices or other sensitive data will be collected and sold to competitors. Just as the unbanked cite “don’t trust banks” as a primary reason for not having a bank account, some will say “don’t trust Facebook” as the reason for not using Libra.

On the other hand, if a Libra digital wallet can create stronger tools to authenticate identity or a person’s eligibility or acceptability for a loan or other financial product, because of the multiple “touch points” that come from the social media platform, that might be attractive to users, especially among the underserved, as well as to providers of those financial products. If the system can reduce fraud risk for similar reasons, merchants might welcome the service as an alternative to card transactions, particularly because it is the merchant, not the card issuer, who is liable for fraud in card-not-present transactions. If the system means more “push” rather than “pull” transactions, so that a user does not have to give sensitive personal data to merchants or suppliers as often, that means less chance one’s personal data is breached or misused. These could be significant competitive assets.

**What about outside the U.S.?**

The size of the population that lacks good access to the financial system is obviously much greater outside the United States. There may be a greater receptivity, and a greater willingness to experiment with Libra and digital currencies generally, in emerging market countries. During the House Financial Services hearing, Marcus described such countries as the primary market (along with remittances). The issues in those countries are beyond the scope of this paper, but I will note two recent studies. The Official Monetary and Financial Institutions Forum (OMFIF) found that respondents in emerging market economies were much more open to the prospect of a digital currency than those in developed countries. It also found that emerging markets “welcome all digital providers,” including technology

---

133. The non-reversibility of the Bitcoin blockchain was heralded as a major advantage: no one could tamper with it. But if the goods you ordered remotely on your credit card never arrive, it’s nice to have recourse against the credit card provider.

134. The difference between a push and pull transaction is the originator of the request. In a push transaction, the payer “pushes” the money to the merchant. In a pull transaction, the merchant pulls the money out of the account, after having been given the necessary account information by the payer to do so.
companies; by contrast, developed markets prefer a central bank issuer.\(^{135}\) Similarly, a recent survey by the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) found that financial inclusion was a “very important” or “important” motivation for launching a digital currency in emerging market countries, whereas it ranked as “not so important” or only “somewhat important” in developed economies.\(^{136}\)

The BIS survey found that “central banks collectively representing a fifth of the world’s population are likely to issue a general purpose CBDC in the next three years.”\(^{137}\) The survey does not specify countries, but China alone represents almost 20% of the world’s population and is now testing its CBDC. China has experienced a dramatic growth in financial inclusion through its third-party mobile payments industry \textit{without} the use of digital currencies. What can we learn from its experience?

### Part III: The value of Chinese lessons

It is worth considering whether the growth of the third-party mobile payments industry in China offers lessons as to Libra’s potential. Mobile and Internet-based third-party payments in China increased from around $1 trillion in 2013 to approximately $40 trillion in 2019, with about 90% of the 2019 total attributable to mobile-based payments.\(^{138}\) The growth was largely outside of the traditional banking system and was driven by two firms in particular: Alipay and WeChat Pay. The chart below shows the approximate number of customers and volume of payments for each company during 2013, 2016, and 2019.\(^{139}\)

\[\text{...}\]


Figure 2: Number of customers and volume of payments

* Tenpay processes payments of both WeChat Pay and QQ Wallet, another payment product of Tencent with much less popularity than WeChat Pay.

The paths the two companies took differed slightly. Alipay was started in 2004 to provide payment services for the e-commerce platform of its affiliate Alibaba.\textsuperscript{140} As of June 30, 2019, Alipay had approximately 1.2 billion customers globally, of which about 900 million were customers from China.\textsuperscript{141} WeChat Pay, which began in 2013, grew out of the social


\textsuperscript{141} Alibaba Group Holding Limited, \textit{FORM 6-K}, 4.
media platform of WeChat, one of the largest social media sites in China and worldwide.\footnote{Baidu, 部分 "Weixin Zhifu" 微信支付 [WeChat Pay], Baidu, accessed March 13, 2020, https://baike.baidu.com/item/%E5%BE%AE%E4%BF%A1%E6%94%AF%E4%BB%98/73222448?fr=aladdin; Tencent, "Guanyu weixin zhifu" 关于微信支付 [About WeChat Pay], QQ, accessed March 13, 2020, https://kf.qq.com/faq/181012y6bUNR181012nMFnMr.html.}

When WeChat Pay began, Alipay had a dominant position in mobile and Internet-based payments, with over 300 million customers and a volume of approximately $526 billion in 2013.\footnote{Enfodesk, Enfodesk China Third-party Payment Industry Business Extension Research Report 2014, 12–14; Zhang, “Alipay Claims It Has Nearly 300 Million Real-name Authenticated Users and Became the World’s Largest Mobile Payment Company.”} But WeChat Pay was able to successfully build a payments business, in part by capitalizing on the Chinese tradition of hongbao during the Lunar New Year—small gifts of money given in red envelopes at family and social gatherings.\footnote{Tencent, “About WeChat Pay.”} It now rivals Alipay in numbers of customers and payments volume. The two companies together are estimated to represent over 85% of total mobile and Internet payments in China in 2019.\footnote{Analysys, Analysys China Third-party Payment Industry Special Analysis 2019, 5, 8–9, 11.}

What can we learn from China’s experience?

There are some useful lessons from China’s mobile payments experience, as well as significant differences that limit its relevance:

The competitive landscape in China was quite different than what Libra faces because cash was the dominant means of retail payment. Cash transactions were the dominant means of retail payment in China in 2012. Point-of-sale (POS) terminals were and still are much less common in China than in the U.S., resulting in lower use of debit cards (as well as credit cards, which themselves are less common).\footnote{In 2016, China had around 1,774 POS terminals per 100,000 capita, while the United States had around 4,300 POS terminals per 100,000 capita. See G4S Cash Solutions and Payments Advisory Group, World Cash Report 2018, May 1, 2018, 48, 88, https://cashessentials.org/app/uploads/2018/07/2018-world-cash-report.pdf. In 2019, China had around 2,210 POS terminals per 100,000 capita. See People’s Bank of China 中国人民银行, 2019 Nian zhifu tixi yunxing zongti qingkuang 2019 年支付体系运行总体情况 [2019 Overall Operation of the Payment System], March 17, 2020, http://www.pbc.gov.cn/zhifu-jiesuansi/128525/129545/128643/3990497/index.html.} The volume of mobile payments through third party payment entities increased from $20.6 billion in 2012 to over $35 trillion in 2019.\footnote{Analysys, Analysys China Third-party Payment Industry Special Analysis 2019, 5; Enfodesk, Enfodesk China Third-party Payment Industry Business Extension Research Report 2014, 11.} According to a recent survey, more than 60% of Internet users use mobile payment for more than 60% of their total payments.\footnote{iiMedia Research 艾媒咨询, 2018-2019 Zhongguo xianxia lingshou jiaoyi xianjin yu wangluo zhifu xingwei zhuangkuang diaocha 2018-2019 中国线下零售交易现金与网络支付行为状况调查 [2018-2019 China Offline Retail Transaction Cash and Online Payment Behavior Survey], December 12, 2018, https://www.iiimedia.cn/c400/63159.html.} China essentially leapfrogged over the U.S. system—in which there is widespread use of credit, debit and prepaid cards tied to the banking system—to mobile payments that were less connected to the banking system.

Libra will face a much tougher competitive landscape in light of the many other electronic payment options. As Hans Morris, former president of Visa and now a prominent fintech...
venture capitalist, says, “there’s no product development chief for cash”—meaning that, because the competition was largely cash, Alipay and WeChat Pay did not face other businesses defending their market share. Facebook’s Libra 2.0: Why you might like it even if we can’t trust Facebook

149 Libra will. While the China experience shows consumers can quickly get comfortable using a new payments technology if it brings convenience and cost savings, that does not mean consumers will easily switch from other convenient, electronic options.

The ways in which these companies helped consumers cross the cash/digital divide may be relevant to Libra’s potential with underserved consumers. Despite the differences in the competitive landscape, the actions the companies took to enable the unbanked to join may be relevant. For example, Alipay consumers could walk into a mobile telephone store, grocery store, or post office partnered with Alipay and convert their cash to an Alipay account. The low cost and convenience of using the systems (for consumers and merchants) also made the platforms attractive. One need only scan a barcode or QR code to initiate or receive a payment, which is easier and cheaper than using a bank card in a traditional POS terminal.

The robustness of the network was critical to growth. Both companies created extensive network benefits to attract and retain customers. In addition to holding special shopping events, they provided access to a broad range of goods and services to meet consumers’ daily needs. For example, Alibaba’s online-shopping platform Taobao and Tmall had over two billion product and service listings as of March 31, 2019. Their apps can be used to pay utility and medical bills, book train or flight tickets, call for a cab, rent a bike and other services.

Alipay’s actions to earn customers’ trust may be similar to what Libra needs to do. When e-commerce began in China, many were skeptical that buyers would deliver funds or that sellers would deliver the goods. There was not only little usage of credit cards; it was also not easy to get a refund from a bank if there was a problem with an order. To address consumers’ concerns, Alipay provided custody of customer funds until goods were delivered.

We take for granted our ability to call a card issuer to seek a refund or contest a charge when the real target of our complaint is the merchant. One of the limitations of Bitcoin as a payments system is that it does not incorporate such protections or the ability to reverse a mistake. Although the White Paper does not address the issue, it is hard to imagine Libra

151. For example, Alibaba pioneered the “11.11 global shopping festival” in 2009 which has become the most important shopping event in China. See Alibaba Group Holding Limited, Global Offering, November 15, 2019, 199, https://www1.hkexnews.hk/listedco/listcontent/sehk/2019/1115/2019111500039.pdf.
152. Alibaba Group Holding Limited, Global Offering, 191.
succeeding unless the digital wallets like Novi provide equivalent recourse and take other actions to build trust.

The provision of additional financial services further incentivized consumers to keep their money with the payment entities. These companies are more than just payment services; they provide a broad range of financial services to their customers. Today, a significant offering is wealth management products. In 2013, Alipay created a digital fund management wallet, Yu’e Bao, through which their customers could invest in a money market fund linked to a customer’s Alipay account. Money could be swept back and forth easily, earning a higher return when in the money market fund, but available for transfer to the core account when needed for a third-party payment. Unlike ordinary money market funds, Alipay’s Tianhong Fund had a low investment threshold (one cent in RMB), T+0 settlement, and higher returns than bank deposits. This led to the fund becoming the largest money market fund in the world by the end of 2017, with 474 million customers and RMB 1.6 trillion ($228 billion) in assets. WeChat Pay also entered this business after Alipay.

The companies or their affiliates also offered various credit products. This has included consumer loans and small business loans. It will be interesting to see whether digital wallets on the Libra network offer additional services in order to attract consumers away from existing options.


157. See, e.g., Baidu 百度, “Mayi jinrong fuwu jitian” 马蚁金融服务集团 [Ant Financial Group], Baidu, accessed March 20, 2020, https://baike.baidu.com/item%E8%A8%82%E8%9A%82%E9%87%91%E8%9E%8D%E6%9C%8D%E6%A1%9E%9B%86%E5%A5%99/21589757?fromtitle=%E8%A8%82%E8%9A%82%E9%87%91%E8%9E%8D%E6%9C%8D%E6%A1%9E%9B%86%E5%A5%99&fromid=15897076&fr=aladdin; Baidu 百度, “Weilai Dai” 微粒贷 [Weil Loan], Baidu, accessed June 19, 2020, https://baike.baidu.com/item%E5%BE%AE%E7%B2%92%E8%B4%B7/17576220?fr=aladdin; We Bank 微众银行, Webank, accessed June 19, 2020, https://www.webank.com/.
China’s regulatory response to the growth of mobile payments

We can also learn from the Chinese regulatory response to the growth of mobile payments. The factors described above—convenience, low cost, network benefits, ancillary services, as well as the fact that commercial banks paid low interest on consumer deposits—meant that customers tended to keep funds in the Alipay and WeChat Pay systems, and did not transfer funds back to the traditional banking system. This led to a huge growth of funds outside of the regulated financial system. As noted earlier, Libra could similarly lead to a buildup of funds outside the regulated system.158

For many years, the Chinese payment companies deposited customer reserve funds in banks but did not pass on the interest income to their customers. The Peoples Bank of China (PBOC), the banking regulator, became concerned about misappropriation of customer reserve funds and exposure of such funds to high-risk financial products.159 In addition, as mobile payments and customer funds on deposit grew, Alipay and WeChat Pay acted as de facto clearing houses by netting and settling transactions between banks. That was a function previously performed only by entities controlled by the PBOC.

The PBOC began taking actions to regulate third-party payments services in 2010, and tried several different approaches over the next decade. It initially restricted the number and type of accounts that a payment service could have with banks. These measures were intended to centralize custody of customer reserve funds and give the PBOC better oversight into flows of funds.160 But these measures had limited effect. The PBOC took more aggressive action beginning in 2016 to restrict the payment entities’ use of customer reserve funds and their clearing activities. At the time, the PBOC reported that 267 payment entities held more than RMB 460 billion ($66 billion) in customer reserve funds.161 In 2017, the PBOC began phasing in a requirement that all customer reserve funds be deposited with the PBOC.
in non-interest-bearing accounts. Initially the requirement was as low as 12% of such funds in April 2017, but it was gradually increased to 100% by January 2019.\footnote{Xue Hongyan, “Beifu jin jizhong cunguan tisu, dui zhi hao jieguo yingxiang jihe?” Beifu jin jizhong cunguan tisu, dui zhi hao jieguo yingxiang jihe?”, Baidu, December 5, 2018, \texttt{https://baijiahao.baidu.com/s?id=1618939271170489688&wfr=spider&for=pc}.} By the time Alipay and WeChat Pay had fully complied with the requirements, their customer reserve funds were estimated to be a combined RMB 1 trillion ($143 billion).\footnote{The deposits of third-party payment entities are reflected as the “deposits of non-financial institutions” in the PBOC balance sheet. See People’s Bank of China, Balance Sheet of Monetary Authority, accessed April 5, 2020, \texttt{http://www.pbc.gov.cn/diaochatongji/resource/cms/2020/01/2020011716363947588.htm}.} After losing the interest income from deposits of customer reserve funds, Alipay and WeChat Pay started to charge customers for services that were previously provided for free, such as transferring money from Alipay/WeChat Pay accounts to their bank accounts and paying credit cards.\footnote{Xue Hongyan, “Beifu jin jizhong cunguan tisu, dui zhi hao jieguo yingxiang jihe?” Beifu jin jizhong cunguan tisu, dui zhi hao jieguo yingxiang jihe?”, Baidu, December 5, 2018, \texttt{https://baijiahao.baidu.com/s?id=1618939271170489688&wfr=spider&for=pc}.} Considering that third-party payment entities continued to face funding pressures, the PBOC subsequently adjusted its policy by paying third-party payment entities an annual interest of 0.35% from August 2019.\footnote{The deposits of third-party payment entities are reflected as the “deposits of non-financial institutions” in the PBOC balance sheet. See People’s Bank of China, Balance Sheet of Monetary Authority, accessed April 5, 2020, \texttt{http://www.pbc.gov.cn/diaochatongji/resource/cms/2020/01/2020011716363947588.htm}.} The deposits of third-party payment entities in the PBOC reached over RMB 1.5 trillion ($214 billion) as of December 2019.\footnote{Xue Hongyan, “Beifu jin jizhong cunguan tisu, dui zhi hao jieguo yingxiang jihe?” Beifu jin jizhong cunguan tisu, dui zhi hao jieguo yingxiang jihe?”, Baidu, December 5, 2018, \texttt{https://baijiahao.baidu.com/s?id=1618939271170489688&wfr=spider&for=pc}.}

The PBOC also reclaimed the clearing and settlement function. It required that all clearing and settling of payments between banks take place through a government established clearinghouse called NetsUnion Clearing Corporation (NetsUnion) in which the payment entities were given equity.\footnote{Xue Hongyan, “Beifu jin jizhong cunguan tisu, dui zhi hao jieguo yingxiang jihe?” Beifu jin jizhong cunguan tisu, dui zhi hao jieguo yingxiang jihe?”, Baidu, December 5, 2018, \texttt{https://baijiahao.baidu.com/s?id=1618939271170489688&wfr=spider&for=pc}.}

The PBOC and the China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC) also took actions in response to the dramatic growth of money market funds linked to third party payment accounts. The authorities were concerned about the potential effects on bank funding costs of a large shift from lower-cost and stable retail bank deposits to higher-cost and less stable institutional deposits (as consumers withdrew bank deposits to purchase money market funds).\footnote{Xue Hongyan, “Beifu jin jizhong cunguan tisu, dui zhi hao jieguo yingxiang jihe?” Beifu jin jizhong cunguan tisu, dui zhi hao jieguo yingxiang jihe?”, Baidu, December 5, 2018, \texttt{https://baijiahao.baidu.com/s?id=1618939271170489688&wfr=spider&for=pc}.} In addition, because money market funds in China generally invest more than 50% of their funds in bank deposits, and banks would also advance money to fund entities were given

...
withdrawals made on a T+0 settlement basis, the authorities were concerned that rapid withdrawals of money from the funds could create liquidity risk for the banking system.\(^{169}\)

Beginning in late 2015, the authorities imposed certain fund disclosure requirements and prohibited the payment entities from advancing customer reserve funds to facilitate money market fund redemptions.\(^{170}\) In 2017, the CSRC limited the size of money market funds to 200 times their risk reserve, and in 2018 the authorities limited the amount that could be withdrawn from a fund on a T+0 basis and prohibited third party payment entities from advancing funds for such withdrawals.\(^{171}\)

Initially, Alipay responded to government concerns by imposing limits on the aggregate amount of an individual’s investment as well as a daily limit in 2017.\(^{172}\) However, those restrictions did not affect the vast numbers of investors whose investment amount was below the caps and therefore did little to slow the growth of such funds. Alipay then diversified its fund offerings so as to avoid a concentration of customer investments in a single fund in May 2018.\(^{173}\) Currently, there are a total of 28 money market funds offered through Yu’e Bao by third party partners other than Tianhong Fund.

While it is difficult to quantify whether the various regulatory measures had a substantial effect on the growth of money market funds, the size of the Tianhong Fund finally declined in the second quarter of 2018 when the spread between the fund’s return and the return on commercial bank deposits narrowed.\(^{174}\) This suggests that consumers consider monetary return as well as convenience in deciding how much money to keep in a payment entity’s system. Nevertheless, the Tianhong Fund still had 642 million customers and RMB 1.09

\(\ldots\)


170. Measures for the Supervision and Administration of Money Market Funds 货币市场基金监督管理办法 (promulgated by the China Securities Regulatory Commission and the People’s Bank of China, December 17, 2015, effective February 1, 2016), art. 18, 20, 23, CLI.4.281551(EN) (Lawinfochina).

171. Provisions on the Administration of Liquidity Risk of Publicly Offered Open-End Securities Investment Funds 公开募集开放式证券投资基金流动性风险管理规定 (promulgated by the China Securities Regulatory Commission, August 31, 2017, effective October 1, 2017), art. 29, CLI.4.301236(EN) (Lawinfochina): Guiding Opinions on Further Regulating the Services Relating to the Internet Sales and Redemption of Money Market Funds 关于进一步规范货币市场基金互联网销售、赎回相关服务的指导意见 (promulgated by the China Securities Regulatory Commission and the People’s Bank of China, May 30, 2018, effective June 1, 2018), art. II, CLI.4.315325(EN) (Lawinfochina). The restrictions did not limit withdrawals from a money market fund that went directly to a customer’s third party payment entity account.


trillion ($156 billion) in assets as of December 31, 2019, making it the largest money market fund in China.175

In addition to these measures, the PBOC also imposed capital requirements on payment entities of 10% of the average daily balance of customer reserve funds, which is higher than the requirement of 8% on commercial banks.176 However, the amount of capital is effectively reduced—relative to the amount of funds actually circulating through the payment entity systems—to the extent that customers keep their balances in affiliated money market funds rather than in the payment account.177

Chinese authorities have also imposed customer protection and other requirements that include:

(i) Adequate consumer disclosure—among other things, companies must make clear that funds in payment accounts are not equivalent to bank deposits and are not insured,178 and must make adequate disclosures about ancillary financial products that are offered to customers;179

(ii) Compensation for customer losses—companies must establish a risk reserve fund and compensation system to cover losses that are not the fault of the customer;180

(iii) Protection of customer information—companies must collect, use, store and transmit the minimum amount of customer data necessary to facilitate the transaction, and not provide customer data to other entities without customer consent.181 Barcodes (QR) can only contain transaction relevant information and cannot contain sensitive customer information;182

(iv) Know your customer requirements—payment entities are required to verify the identities of customers and maintain copies of their National IDs.183 Larger transactions are subject to more rigorous verification provisions,


176. Administrative Measures for the Payment Services Provided by Non-financial Institutions, art. 30; Administrative Measures for the Capital of Commercial Banks (for Trial Implementation) 商业银行资本管理办法(试行) (promulgated by the China Banking Regulatory Commission (dissolved), June 7, 2012, effective January 1, 2013), art. 23, CLI.4.176745(EN) (Lawinfochina).


178. Administrative Measures for the Online Payment Business of Non-Banking Payment Institutions 非银行支付机构网络支付业务管理办法 (promulgated by the People’s Bank of China, December 28, 2015, effective July 1, 2016), art. 7, CLI.4.261833(EN) (Lawinfochina).

179. Administrative Measures for the Online Payment Business of Non-Banking Payment Institutions, art. 18. See also Law of the People’s Republic of China on the Protection of Consumer Rights and Interests 中华人民共和国消费者权益保护法 (promulgated by the Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress, October 25, 2013, effective March 15, 2014), art. 28, CLI.1.211792(EN) (Lawinfochina).

180. Administrative Measures for the Online Payment Business of Non-Banking Payment Institutions, art. 19.

181. Administrative Measures for the Online Payment Business of Non-Banking Payment Institutions, art. 20.

182. Standards for the Barcode Payment Business (for Trial Implementation) 条码支付业务规范(试行) (promulgated by the People’s Bank of China, December 25, 2017, effective April 1, 2018), art. 18, CLI.4.307472(EN) (Lawinfochina).

183. Administrative Measures for the Online Payment Business of Non-Banking Payment Institutions, art 6.
and customer accounts are subject to daily and annual transaction limits depending on the level of verification.\textsuperscript{184} There are daily limits placed on customer barcode (QR) transactions;\textsuperscript{185} and

\begin{enumerate}
\item[(v)] Anti-money laundering requirements—transactions are subject to extensive record collection and retention requirements for anti-money laundering purposes.\textsuperscript{186} There are also reporting requirements for suspicious transactions.\textsuperscript{187}
\end{enumerate}

All of this underscores the importance of creating a regulatory framework for private digital currencies. Many of the principles motivating the Chinese regulatory response to third-party mobile payments would be applicable to private digital currencies: prudential regulations such as capital and liquidity requirements, restrictions on what is done with customer funds and measures to meet traditional safety and soundness standards; adequate consumer disclosure standards; consumer recourse requirements; protection of consumer data; and strong KYC and AML requirements. The Chinese experience is also a reminder that we should create that framework now, and not play catch-up if a digital currency suddenly scales up.

Indeed, I believe a digital currency like Libra is much more likely to thrive in the United States if the regulatory framework is in place from the beginning. Consumers in China may have been willing to try new platforms that operated outside the banking system in the absence of a regulatory framework, because those platforms were mostly competing with cash. Consumers in the U.S., including the underserved, are unlikely to trust the Libra network with their money unless they believe the system is as safe and reliable as their existing payment options.

Notwithstanding the growth of third-party mobile payments, the PBOC is moving forward with plans for its own CBDC, and it is to that subject I now turn.

\textsuperscript{184} Administrative Measures for the Online Payment Business of Non-Banking Payment Institutions, art. 11, 24.
\textsuperscript{185} Standards for the Barcode Payment Business (for Trial Implementation), art 12.
\textsuperscript{186} Administrative Measures for the Online Payment Business of Non-Banking Payment Institutions, art 14, 16; Notice of the People’s Bank of China on Matters concerning Strengthening the Administration of Payment and Settlement and Preventing New-Type Illegal and Criminal Activities Related to Telecommunications Network 中国人民银行关于加强支付结算管理防范电信网络新型违法犯罪有关事项的通知 (promulgated by the People’s Bank of China, September 30, 2016, effective December 1, 2016), art. 15, CLI.4.281464(EN) (Lawinfochina).
\textsuperscript{187} Notice of the People’s Bank of China on Matters concerning Strengthening the Administration of Payment and Settlement and Preventing New-Type Illegal and Criminal Activities Related to Telecommunications Network, art. 16, annex 1.
Part IV: Will a proposal for a private digital currency lead to public digital currencies?

Libra has accelerated the path to CBDCs

Perhaps the most significant consequence of the Libra proposal to date has been to accelerate work on central bank digital currencies or CBDCs. This work pre-dates Libra in many countries and is motivated by other factors as well, but it does seem partly defensive, as a way to pre-empt private stablecoins.\(^{188}\)

In February of this year, in testimony before the House Financial Services Committee, Jerome Powell, chairman of the Federal Reserve Board, said, “Libra really lit a fire and was a bit of a wake-up call that this is coming fast and could come in a way that is quite widespread and systematically important.”\(^{189}\)

This was quite a change from his testimony before the same committee in July 2018. When asked about cryptocurrencies, Powell curtly replied, “We don’t regulate cryptocurrencies. We regulate banks.”\(^{190}\)

The BIS published surveys in 2018 and 2020 of over 60 central banks regarding CBDCs. The 2018 report was entitled “Proceeding with Caution” and found that while a majority were studying the issue, “few report plans to issue a digital currency in the short or medium term.”\(^{191}\) The more recent report was titled “Impending Arrival” and found that “central banks collectively representing a fifth of the world’s population are likely to issue a general purpose CBDC in the next three years.”\(^{192}\)

In January of this year, the central banks of Canada, England, Japan, Sweden and Switzerland, together with the ECB and the BIS, announced they would share experiences as they assess the potential for sovereign digital currencies.\(^{193}\)

In March, the Bank of England issued a discussion paper on CBDCs which described potential advantages and disadvantages and invited public comment.\(^{194}\) This followed a speech by former Governor Mark Carney in August of last year, where he suggested that,

\[\ldots\]


\(^{189}\) Monetary Policy and the State of the Economy: Hearing before the House Committee on Financial Services, 116th Cong. (February 2020) (testimony of Jerome Powell, Chair of the Federal Reserve).

\(^{190}\) Monetary Policy and the State of the Economy: Hearing before the House Committee on Financial Services, 115th Cong. (July 2018) (testimony of Jerome Powell, Chair of the Federal Reserve).


\(^{192}\) Payment Aspects of Financial Inclusion in the Fintech Era, 1.


in lieu of Libra, central banks should consider launching a “synthetic hegemonic currency”—some sort of digital composite or network of central bank currencies—which would “dampen the domineering influence of the U.S. dollar on international trade.”

In December 2019, Bank of France Governor François Villeroy de Galhau spoke of the need to “respond” to the “disruption” and “risks” related to the possible issuance of digital stablecoins like Libra. He said that “following on from the questions raised by the Governor of the Bank of England, Mark Carney, on the idea of creating an international digital currency in response to the dominance of the US dollar, I think there would be some advantage in moving rapidly to issue at least a wholesale CBDC, as we would be the first such issuer in the world and would thus reap the benefits of having a benchmark CBDC.” A recent paper by the Bank of France said a CBDC could “boost the euro’s appeal and international role, especially if the euro area moves sufficiently early in issuing its CBDC.” It concluded by saying “keeping the status quo might mean allowing private initiatives, such as JPM Coin, to satisfy demand for a high-calibre digital currency and, in so doing, support and even increase the dollar’s domineering influence, as suggested by [former Bank of England Governor] Carney.”

Similarly, Benoit Couré, the ECB board member who runs the BIS Innovation Hub, warned that new initiatives for global stablecoins “raised potential risks across a broad range of policy domains.” He also noted the fact that two-thirds of European retail payments are made using non-European cards, and called for the development of a digital “pan-European” system to avoid “the rising challenges to our global governance system.”

The Deputy Governor of the Bank of Japan recently offered a more measured view, noting that “the currency systems and the payment and settlement systems of [many advanced] economies are operating safely and stably. They cannot simply jump into new technologies, or actually, they should not.” While describing advantages and disadvantages of CBDCs, he suggested a primary role for CBDCs could be to “improve the interoperability between different types of private digital money.”

In April, the PBOC began testing its CBDC, known as the Digital Currency Electronic Payment or DCEP. Although research and development has been going on for many years,
there were statements by several government officials suggesting the Libra announcement
cauised China to speed up the project.\textsuperscript{200}

But where does that path take us? Some advantages and disadvantages of CBDCs

If the path to CBDCs has accelerated, where does that path take us? What problem would a CBDC solve? And would a CBDC increase access to financial services?

A CBDC would be a digital representation of central bank money. While we have many forms of electronic money or payments created by private parties, most of us can only hold money issued by the central bank in the form of paper money—those $1 bills (or any other denomination) that read “Federal Reserve Note”. We have a variety of electronic claims on private banks (deposit accounts, debit cards), but these do not create claims on the Federal Reserve (though deposit accounts are insured by the FDIC, up to the statutory limits).

A CBDC would be the electronic equivalent of cash, and a claim on the Federal Reserve. Today, only banks and certain other financial institutions can hold electronic central bank money, that is, electronic claims on the Federal Reserve.

The discussion of CBDCs often refers to two types: a wholesale version and a retail version.\textsuperscript{201} The wholesale version would be available to a restricted group of financial institution participants, which could be broader than those given access to the central bank payment system today. A CBDC based on distributed ledger technology might reduce dependence on the central bank as system administrator, which could mean greater operational hours and less vulnerability to a single point of failure. While a wholesale CBDC could affect business and cross-border payments, it would probably not dramatically affect how most people transact in the economy, unless it includes a very large swath of financial institutions and businesses. But that is effectively what the Federal Reserve is trying to achieve through FedNow: by bringing a much larger group of depository institutions into its existing payment and settlement system, it is seeking to move the United States banking system closer to real-time payments.

A retail CBDC, on the other hand, could be made available to all individuals and businesses, either directly or in a two-tiered way through banks. This could be done through a token or

\textsuperscript{200} As reported by the \textit{China Daily}, a senior official said the PBOC was accelerating its efforts to introduce a government-backed digital currency, aiming at securing a cutting-edge position in the global cryptocurrency race. Wang Xin, director of the PBOC Research Bureau, said the world’s economies had yet to decide how to cope with the challenge by the Libra system, though accelerating the launch of their own digital currencies could be a counterbalance. Huang Yiping, director of the Digital Finance Research Center of Peking University and a former member of the PBOC monetary committee, said the birth of Libra served as an “alert” for China’s digital currency innovators and regulators. Chen Jia, “Central Bank Unveils Plan on Digital Currency,” July 9, 2019, https://www.china-daily.com.cn/a/201907/09/WS5d239217a3105895c2e7c56f.html.

“value” method where currency is stored on an app on a mobile phone or a card, or an account method where each individual or business has an account at the central bank maintained in a central ledger.

Such a system could mean faster, more efficient payments, and real-time settlement. But although there are other advantages to a retail CBDC, there are also significant disadvantages and risks. A variety of recent papers have explored these, and I will summarize a few of the critical issues.

From a financial inclusion standpoint, in an account form of a CBDC, everyone could have an account with which they could make or receive payments. In this respect, the term “CBDC” is often used not to denote a particular technology—such as a distributed ledger-based system—but rather to describe giving everyone access to the government-run electronic payment system that is today available only to financial institutions. A staff paper published by the St. Louis Federal Reserve Bank endorses the concept of a “central bank for all” in which individuals and businesses would have accounts and thus access to electronic claims on the central bank; but disparages the idea of a token-based, decentralized and permission-less CBDC.

Assuming a CBDC results in a decline in the use of paper money, it would reduce the cost and burden of printing, issuing, transporting, and redeeming paper notes. But it would create new costs of administration for a central bank, including the burden of having to do KYC and AML screening. In this Covid-19 world, a CBDC could also reduce the risk of transmitting disease. But if this shift had the effect of making merchants more reluctant to accept cash, it might make it harder for the elderly, low-income citizens or other groups who prefer cash to transact.

A CBDC would probably mean greater traceability of transactions than with banknotes since there would be a digital record. That could be useful for several reasons—general record keeping as well as preventing money laundering and illicit finance. But it obviously raises significant privacy issues as well. The PBOC may want a system where every transaction can be seen by the government, but do we?

A CBDC could reduce the desirability of keeping your money at a commercial bank. This potential disintermediation could have some beneficial consequences: there would be greater diversity in payment systems, and the footprint of the largest financial institutions might be reduced. But this is also one of the greatest risks of CBDCs. If the commercial banking sector were to shrink, the creation of credit could be adversely affected, and it is not clear whether or at what cost market-based on other alternatives would fill the gap, particularly for the credit needs of smaller enterprises that cannot access public capital markets. Banks could seek to substitute other sources of funding for deposits, but that...


might increase costs, and those other sources could be less stable. The reliance of some financial institutions on short-term “runnable” funding—that is, funding that was terminated or not rolled over when financial stress increased—was a significant contributing factor to the 2008 financial crisis.

The risk of disintermediation might also be greatest precisely when it is most dangerous. In a period of financial stress, or in the event of rumors about the health of a bank, the availability of a CBDC could intensify the risk that depositors convert commercial bank deposits into CBDC in a flight to safety. The central bank would therefore need to manage carefully the transition to a CBDC and its effects on the commercial banking system and credit creation.

If a central bank is open to all and holds deposits of individuals and businesses, what assets does it hold to fund those liabilities? A paper published by the Philadelphia Federal Reserve Bank explores that issue and raises the concern that political considerations might influence those choices and produce a sub-optimal result.204

It is beyond the scope of this paper to explore the implications of a CBDC for monetary policy but suffice to say the effects could be significant, and they are mixed. If a CBDC is meant to be the equivalent of cash, then it should not bear interest. But that eliminates the possibility of the “lower bound” of interest rates falling below zero. (The lower bound can be below zero today because there are costs to holding cash, such as secure storage, but those costs would not exist with a CBDC.) No one would purchase a sovereign bond with a negative yield if you can park your money at the central bank and not bear any cost. If a CBDC is interest bearing, there are the practical issues of when and how interest payments are made, particularly in a token-based system, as well as potential arbitrage issues if the interest rate is not equivalent to the rate paid on bank reserves. If individuals and businesses had accounts at the central bank, the central bank could easily increase money in circulation, and provide it directly to individuals or businesses—those CARE Act payments could have been made quickly, though that also could have been accomplished if everyone had direct deposit accounts.

The recent BIS report on financial inclusion and fintech is ambivalent on CBDCs as a tool to promote financial inclusion because of many of the issues noted above. The report says CBDCs are “not likely to be the first or most straightforward choice” to promote access to and usage of transaction accounts. It cites the risks in monetary policy transmission, financial intermediation and financial stability as well as operational and reputation risk to the central bank.205

The new White Paper suggests the Libra network could accommodate CBDCs, and that it would discontinue a single-currency Libra stablecoin if a CBDC in that currency is issued. That would presumably mean the Libra Association would no longer manage deposits of that fiat currency in the reserve but would simply provide the payment rails, and relieve


the central bank from building out a network. On the other hand, a central bank may want to tie distribution of a CBDC to the banking system, which is what China is doing as discussed below.

The revised White Paper’s suggestion of a public/private collaboration is in contrast to the concern raised by the original paper that Libra would compete with sovereign currencies. In a stimulating paper last year, my colleague at the Harvard Kennedy School, Jean-Pierre Landau, together with Markus K. Brunnermeier and Harold James of Princeton University, said CBDCs may be a tool to ensure that “public money” remains relevant in a world of increasing competition from new types of currencies such as Libra. They suggested these new currencies might not perform all the traditional functions of money but might be coupled with other data services, encouraging differentiation but discouraging interoperability among systems. This could in turn lead to the creation of “digital currency areas” that transcend national borders. A government “may need to offer [a] central bank digital currency (CBDC) to retain monetary independence,” that is, to compete with private currencies or with other countries’ CBDCs that seek to be trans-national instruments.

As noted earlier, competitive considerations do seem to be a motivation for some countries to study CBDCs, though with respect to the dollar as much as any private currency. It is also premature to discuss the possibility of cooperation between Libra and a CBDC since Libra isn’t even a reality. And while a lot of work is taking place, no major country other than China appears actually ready to launch a retail CBDC, while several have issued reports concluding that costs and risks outweigh the benefits.

**Why is China launching a CBDC?**

The PBOC began testing the DCEP in April in several areas, including the special economic zone of Shenzhen; Chengdu, one of China’s largest cities; and the area of the 2022 Winter Olympic Games in Beijing. The method of launch involves a two-tiered system, in which the PBOC makes the DCEP available to four major state-owned banks, and those banks then make it available to targeted groups such as municipal workers. The DCEP does not bear interest, and each bank must deposit 100% full reserves with the PBOC for the DCEP it distributes. Each bank has its own platform for distribution. Below is a screen shot of the Agricultural Bank of China’s mobile phone app in its testing stage, which shows the DCEP wallet will support functions such as payment by scanning a QR code, sending and collecting money, touching phones for peer-to-peer payments (without needing an Internet connection), digital currency exchange, wallet management, reviewing transactions records, and linking the wallet to other accounts.

---


207. See Raphael Auer, Giulio Cornelli, and Jon Frost, “Taking Stock: Ongoing Retail CBDC Projects,” BIS Quarterly Review, March 2020, [https://www.bis.org/publ/qtrpdfq_q2003z.htm](https://www.bis.org/publ/qtrpdfq_q2003z.htm). It reviews the status of 17 projects or reports on retail CBDCs published prior to February 19, 2020. It notes several that have decided the costs and risks outweigh the benefits, including Denmark, Israel, Switzerland and Ukraine.

Mu Changchun, the director of the PBOC's Digital Currency Research Institute, has spoken of creating a “horse race” between several banks and telecom firms to see whose service is the most popular.\(^{209}\) Mr. Mu has been critical of blockchain technology and said the distributed ledger is inconsistent with the centralized management required by the PBOC.\(^{210}\) In addition, he has described blockchain as inadequate in terms of volume of transactions, finality of payment and security.\(^{211}\) But the exact technology behind the DCEP has not been described publicly.

There have been few statements suggesting that increasing access to financial services is a major goal. The third-party mobile payments industry has already brought the benefits of efficient, electronic payments to much of the population, and the percentage of adults over 15 with a bank account has increased from 63.8% in 2011 to over 80% in 2017.\(^{212}\) Still, the remaining 20% represents around 230 million people.\(^{213}\)

Some have speculated that the DCEP will give the PBOC greater regulatory control over the mobile third-party payment industry, as well as greater ability to monitor transactions.

\[\ldots\]


generally. But the effort to develop the DCEP began before the mobile payment industry grew so dramatically.

Instead, it seems the primary motivation for the DCEP is to further China’s geopolitical and economic ambitions, including its desire to increase the international standing of the RMB and reduce the influence of the U.S. dollar on international payments. Mr. Mu said the first goal of the DCEP is “to protect our monetary sovereignty and fiat currency status.”

There was clearly a concern that if Libra succeeded, it would bolster the U.S. dollar because of its weight in the basket. In July 2019, the director of the PBOC Research Bureau Wang Xin said that Libra could “could create a scenario under which sovereign currencies would co-exist with U.S. dollar-centric digital currencies. But there would be in essence one boss, that is the U.S. dollar and the United States. If so, it would bring a series of economic, financial and even international political consequences.”

A recent article in the China Daily spoke of the need for the DCEP to counter “the weaponization of the dollar . . . as a strong arm of American foreign policy . . . [which] is achieved via the imposition of unilateral punitive sanctions with the threat to exclude companies from the SWIFT dollar settlement system.” A recent Atlantic Council paper on CBDCs also said countries may be motivated to develop CBDCs to counter the fact that the United States has “weaponized the U.S. dollar.”

Other Chinese officials and economic experts have noted the importance of a digital currency to RMB internationalization and economic competition generally, and claimed that the first central bank to launch a digital currency would gain advantage.

---

What should the United States do?

To date, the Federal Reserve Board has indicated it is examining the issue of CBDCs, but it has not produced any report that might provide more detail on its views or level of interest. Chairman Powell has simply said that it was “incumbent on us to understand the costs and benefits and trade-offs of a central bank digital currency.”

Governor Lael Brainard has been the most outspoken member of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System on the issue of CBDCs. In a speech prior to Powell’s testimony, she talked about the status of FedNow, the challenges raised by technology companies entering the payments space, and CBDCs. She said the U.S. needed to “remain on the frontier of research and experimentation related to distributed ledger technologies and their potential use case for digital currencies, including the potential for a CBDC.” But she also noted the many pros and cons, and concluded by saying that we must continue to “consider . . . whether a CBDC would deliver important benefits on net.”

It’s safe to say the U.S. will not be a first mover when it comes to CBDCs. That’s not just because China is moving faster, but also because our various forms of electronic payments work pretty well, the Fed is focused on the FedNow initiative, cash is still widely used, CBDCs have their disadvantages, and there doesn’t seem to be any organized constituency pushing for it. The choices of other countries with respect to CBDCs could force us to act, however. That is sufficient reason to explore potential options.

From the financial inclusion perspective, Morgan Ricks, John Crawford and Lev Menard have argued that the real issue with CBDCs is not one of technology but access: they say we should simply give everyone—individuals and businesses—an account at the Fed, since it already has a digital payments system. They see a wide range of benefits in addition to financial inclusion, such as greater financial stability by reducing the footprint of commercial banks, and better consumer protection. But I believe they minimize the risks of disintermediation of the banking system. Professor Baradaran similarly argues for giving people the option to have checking accounts at post offices that are tied into the Fed system, but postal banking has disadvantages of its own as discussed earlier.

Perhaps a more limited “public option” when it comes to FedAccounts could promote financial inclusion without creating significant risk of disintermediation. That is, allow individual accounts at the Fed but limit the balances, and limit the number of transactions per month. Anyone whose funds or transaction needs exceed the minimums can graduate to an account at a commercial bank. One could impose an income ceiling to further limit

---


222. Examining Regulatory Frameworks for Digital Currencies and Blockchain, 116th Cong. (testimony of Baradaran), 4. See text at note 111
availability to those who are likely to be underserved by the commercial banking system, but that might stigmatize the benefit. By limiting the number and size of accounts in some way, the amount of deposits removed from commercial banks would be minimal, and there would be no risk of further disintermediation in a stressful period. In addition, the limits on number of accounts and transaction limits would make the administrative burden on the Fed minimal. Alternatively, perhaps the Treasury Direct system, by which individuals and businesses can purchase Treasury securities, could be modified to offer a savings or transaction account. That system is already designed for individual use and would therefore not require the participation of the Federal Reserve. 223

While I believe proposals like a retail CBDC or a system of Fed Accounts deserve serious exploration, we should proceed carefully as they would significantly change the mission and responsibilities of the Federal Reserve. Some might say that mission has been changing anyway. The Federal Reserve has acted nimbly and quickly to implement a response to the Covid-19 pandemic that has gone well beyond even the aggressive playbook from the 2008 financial crisis, and included a wide range of programs that not only support financial markets but provide credit directly to private businesses. So perhaps a CBDC or similar proposals that move in the direction of “central banking for all” are not as radical as they would have been a few decades ago. 224 But we need to make sure a CBDC really would deliver “important benefits on net” as Governor Brainard has said; and insofar as the primary goal is real-time payments or financial inclusion, there would seem to be simpler proposals worth trying first.

Conclusion

“Financial inclusion starts with payments,” begins the recent BIS report on financial inclusion and fintech. “They serve as a gateway to other financial services, such as savings, credit and insurance.” But after describing various potential fintech solutions, including stable-coins and CBDCs, the report reserves judgment and concludes by noting that “if risks are not properly managed, they can undermine financial inclusion outcomes.” 225

That is certainly true of CBDCs, which could enhance financial inclusion but pose some challenges and risks. While I believe the United States should increase its exploration of CBDCs, the fact is we are not likely to issue one in the near future. The FedNow system, once operational, will help by bringing us closer to real-time payments, but it will take time. And while it is possible that Congress could take other action that might help increase access to financial services, it is more likely to be innovation by the private sector that brings change in the near term. That is why I believe we should devise a strong regulatory

223. The concept of using Treasury Direct was suggested by Professor Howell Jackson of Harvard Law School. See also discussion of postal banking in text at note 111.
224. Indeed, the paper recently published by the Philadelphia Federal Reserve Bank argued that “the sharp distinction between a central bank operating only with depository institutions and commercial banks dealing with members of the public at large is, to no small extent, a post-WWII development.” See Villaverde, Sanches, Schilling and Uhlig, “Central Bank Digital Currencies: Central Banking for All?”, 6.
framework for Libra and let it proceed. U.S. regulators should work with Switzerland’s FINMA and regulators in other countries to design that framework.

I began by noting the skepticism that greeted the original White Paper’s stated goal of increasing access to financial services, and Libra will face challenges in doing so here in the United States. The proposal also poses risks that must be addressed. But if Libra succeeds simply in lowering the cost of remittances, that would be significant for those on the lower end of the income scale in many parts of the world, including in this country.

A year ago, I wrote a paper on the need to strengthen our regulation of crypto-assets like Bitcoin. I noted how crypto-assets provoke intense views: there are those who think crypto-assets will fundamentally change our financial system and believe our regulatory framework needs to facilitate their development. And there are those who believe they have little merit and would be happy to see us tax or regulate them out of existence. I wrote that we should follow our traditional approach to financial market regulation and refrain from making normative judgments about investments. We should instead create a strong regulatory framework that ensures transparency and integrity in crypto-asset markets, and addresses the risks that they pose, both to investors and society at large. I discussed the gaps in our regulatory framework and how to fix them.

We should follow a similar principle here. We should create a reasonable regulatory approach for private digital stablecoins like Libra, through collaboration among our various financial regulators assuming Congress does not take action. They can probably do so in most areas, though the limits of their collective jurisdiction will be stretched with respect to issues of privacy, use of data and the power of large digital platforms generally. We need a more comprehensive response to those issues.

In the meantime, perhaps the coronavirus pandemic will bring new attention to—and empathy for—the needs of those underserved by the financial system. It is certainly casting a spotlight on how those who are less fortunate are facing greater challenges, including in digital access. Surely when it comes to access to financial services, we can do better.

... 226. Massad, “It’s Time to Strengthen the Regulation of Crypto-Assets.”
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